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clean up the mess.
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You Are What
You Eat From
The Safety of Food Containers

Prepared food offered to restaurant patrons comes
into contact with many things before it is ingested
by its consumers. This holds true whether the establishment is a five-star restaurant or a greasy-spoon
food stall on the side of a busy street. In this photo,
look at all that touches the food: the plates, the condiment containers, not to mention the single-use
plastic bags, bowls, chopsticks, and spoons.
Are such non-food items used in the delivery of
food to the mouth safe? Do they, once put in contact
with the food—like the stinky tofu here in the foreground—trigger chemical reactions that may be
harmful to the consumer?
Should the consumer beware?

By Pei Fan-qiang

Translated by Tang Yau-yang
Photos by Alberto Buzzola
Used with permission of Rhythms Monthly Magazine
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n January 2014, CNN rated “night markets”
at the top of a list of the “ten things Taiwan
does better than anywhere else.” As many as
300 such open-air bazaars were estimated to dot
Taiwan, an island ten times smaller than Japan
and three times smaller than South Korea.
The many eateries in these night markets
serve a large clientele on the go. Patrons simply
order, grab their food, and go. To accommodate
these types of customers, food providers usually
put their fare in single-use containers. These
convenient take-out containers make food-onthe-go possible, but are they safe for consumers?
And what about the reusable dishes and bowls
that an eatery or restaurant uses to serve its food
to the customers who eat on the premises? Are
those any safer?
Prepared food itself is often under more stringent scrutiny for safety than the containers in
which it is served. However, such containers
physically touch the food and may result in
unintentional chemical reactions that escape the
detection of the eyes or taste buds of the eaters.
Thus, the hidden results of these reactions may
be ingested by unsuspecting consumers.

Law and created a version of the periodic table
of elements. Chemists ever since have unceasingly created new, synthetic materials by combining chemical elements.
Advances in manufacturing technologies have
enabled mass production of food containers. This
has been especially true of the plastic variety,
whose low cost, light weight, and durability have
gradually helped make it the mainstream material of choice for food containers.
Such progress brought much convenience to
modern life, and the new plastics seemed innocuous at first. But are they really as good and as
harmless as they first appeared?
Lately, news reports in Taiwan have focused
attention on materials used in the manufacturing of plastic containers, stainless steel containers, and cooking utensils. These reports emphasize that the materials used to make food containers could potentially harm health. Suddenly,
it seems that many things we used to think were
safe to use are not so harmless after all.
Are there any laws governing the safety of
food containers? Yes, according to Yeh Mingkung (葉明功), director-general of the Food and

While you enjoy a nice take-out cup of hot coffee, it might do you good to watch out for the safety of the
container. In a common scene in Taiwan, people carry plastic bags containing take-out food.

“Food containers are an integral part of food
safety,” said Lin Pin-pin (林嬪嬪), associate director at the National Environmental Health
Research Center in Taiwan. “Drinking clean
water from a dirty glass is just as likely to cause
diarrhea as drinking dirty water.” The safety of
food containers is therefore an issue that cannot
be ignored.
Food containers
“Food containers are made primarily of
metal, glass, paper, ceramic or clay, composites,
and plastic,” said Professor Chiang Been-huang
(蔣丙煌) of the Institute of Food Science and
Technology at National Taiwan University.
“Each of the various materials excels in certain
aspects, but lags in others. A container is good
only if it is used in the right place.”
Food containers have evolved through the
ages with humanity. Stone, clay, bronze, and
iron vessels have all been used at one time or
another. As human civilization progressed,
more materials were introduced, especially after
the Russian scientist Dmitri Ivanovich
Mendeleev (1834-1907) formulated the Periodic
6
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Drug Administration (FDA), in the Ministry of
Health and Welfare. “The Sanitation Standard
for Food Utensils, Containers and Packages
has set standards for ‘leaching tests’ and ‘materials quality tests,’” said Yeh. “Materials quality tests restrict the amount of toxic substances
in containers, such as vinyl chloride and heavy
metals, where leaching tests simulate the possible dissolution of elements with containers in
actual use.” However, despite the laws, containers of problematic quality still appear on
the market.
The two faces of plastic
One can often see people picking up recyclables in Taiwan nowadays. Most do it out of a
good heart to help the environment. Others are
financially motivated, selling what they collect
for cash.
Much less often, one can see people pedaling or driving a tri- or quadcycle fitted with a
flatbed as they patrol neighborhoods, shouting
or broadcasting their intention to buy recyclable garbage. This phenomenon is a holdover
from a bygone era, before the economy in
Spring 2014
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Taiwan took off. Out of necessity, people in
those days led a frugal life and did a thorough
job of living by the Three R’s—reduce, reuse,
and recycle—though that jargon had not yet
been introduced back then.
“My mother often recalls how in the old days
she would eagerly pick up a plastic bottle, which
she either sold for money or kept as a water jar,”
Professor Chiang said. “Back then, it would be
hard for folks like her to imagine that precious
things like plastic bottles would become big piles
of problems today.”
In Taiwan, like in many places around the
world, plastic bottles have become a big problem
because people use and throw away so many of
them every day. And the problem is not limited
to plastic bottles either. Single-use plastic bags
and eating utensils are an issue too.
To see the prevalence of the problem, pick
any eatery at random. Chances are high that
many one-use utensils and food containers are
used in delivering its food to customers. Piping
hot stinky tofu served in plastic bowls, noodles
and steaming soup poured into plastic bags for
take-out orders, or juice poured into paper cups

The reality about plastic
Although plastics seem to pose countless
problems in the eyes of environmental groups or
scholars, there is no denying that no other substance can yet replace it completely today.
Xie Sheng-hai (謝勝海), chief of staff at the
Taiwan Plastics Industry Association, offered
another perspective: “Even the EU is still using
PVC. Actually, the use of Styrofoam and PVC in
making food containers in Taiwan is decreasing.
When we get down to it, what kind of container
is one hundred percent safe?”
Professor Chiang, who specializes in food
packaging, pointed out that it would be hard to
guarantee that plastic containers would not release
substances harmful to humans. However, because
many variables come into play, it would be equally hard to determine the effects of plastics on
humans. “All I can say is that it should not be all
that bad if one occasionally eats food from PVC
containers,” he said. “After all, one doesn’t do that
every day or eat a whole lot.”
“Nonetheless,” he continued, “everyone is
well advised to know the seven types of plastic
containers. That helps with recycling, and it helps

A researcher at the National Environmental Health Research Center tests for excessive manganese in
a stainless steel container. Lightweight and recyclable, aluminum cans are irreplaceable in modern
life. But because they contain traces of bisphenol A, quality control is important.

to go—these are but a few examples of how disposable food containers have become thoroughly integrated into Taiwan’s food culture.
Convenience is a big reason why these singleuse containers and eating utensils are so popular, but it’s not the only reason. Back in the 1980s,
to prevent the spread of contagious hepatitis, the
government actively promoted the use of disposable eating utensils. This also helped lead to
the over-use of plastic products in Taiwan.
“In addition to polluting the environment,
plastic containers can harm human health,”
said Xie He-lin (謝和霖), secretary general of
the Taiwan Watch Institute, an environmental
watchdog group. “Containers made of
Styrofoam were outlawed by 2002, but they’re
still in use today.”
Then he held up a PVC container for peanut
candy. “This kind of container is also poisonous.
When food is stored inside containers like this, it
becomes harmful to the heart, lungs, and the
developing reproductive system in young male
consumers. The use of such containers should be
halted immediately.”

one to know the temperature thresholds to which
each type of plastic can be safely heated so as to
minimize the potential harm to the body.”
Although that is good advice, it is not often
heeded. Usually, people simply seek convenience, or they are accustomed to using plastic
things and simply do things the way they always
have. After all, convenience is hard to resist.
That’s why it is not surprising to see large
plastic scoops being used to scoop steaming hot
soybean milk out of a pot to serve customers at
typical breakfast joints in Taiwan. That scoop, a
common household tool in Taiwan for transferring water from one container to another, is
designed for handling cold water only. And yet
customers do not even raise an eyebrow at its
improper and perhaps very unsafe use.
When we visited a factory in central Taiwan
that makes soy sauce, we saw ceramic pots in
which soybeans ferment and mature. However,
when the product was ready for shipment, it was
poured out of the ceramic pots into big plastic
buckets. This was done to avoid breaking any pots
in transit. The factory apparently does not think of
Spring 2014
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A worker handles colored plastic buckets in a soy
sauce factory. A question might emerge in the
minds of health-conscious consumers: Do the
buckets leach harmful substances into the black
soy beans fermenting inside?
CHEN HONG-DAI

the possibility that the plastic buckets might
release bad substances into the sauce.
In some homes around Taiwan, there is a
similarly questionable practice in which people
prepare preserved food from fresh ingredients.
Food preservation has a long history in all
corners of the world. It is done today less out of
necessity as in the past, but more out of a desire
to satisfy people’s palates. Kimchi, for example,
is popular in many Taiwanese households.
However, some households use large plastic
buckets not designed to contain food to store or
ferment their pickled ingredients. The same
question about food safety applies here equally
well: Will the food being preserved cause the
container to leach substances into the food,
which will harm its future consumers?
Some families and restaurants use plastic buckets for kitchen waste. Scraps of uneaten vegetables, fruit, and meat end up in such a container,
along with seasonings and taste enhancers of all
types, such as salt, sugar, vinegar, spices, wine,
and MSG. It is hard to know what chemical interactions may occur inside the container. Some people might say, “Well, who cares anyway? We’re
not going to eat that stuff—it’s just garbage.” But
you should care—if you eat pork, for example.
Kitchen waste is used as feed on some pig farms.
Consider the possibility that toxins may leach out
of plastic buckets into the kitchen waste, which
later finds its way into the stomachs of the pigs.
Then the pigs, along with the leached toxins,
become food that is ingested by human bodies.
He Zong-yi (何宗益) is the president of
HDPE Star Enterprise Co., Ltd., the largest
manufacturer of plastic pails in Taiwan. He
observed, “You’re well advised to find out
what raw materials a manufacturer uses in
making a plastic container. Be sure not to use a
plastic container to store things that are highly
acidic or highly alkaline.”
He said that most people use plastic containers to store pickled food purely because they’re
easy to get. Many people have opted for expedience over safety, so much so that the practice
has come to appear safe to the public. But the
fact is, it is not. Perhaps people do not realize
that some of those pails they use are intended
10
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for industrial use. As such, they are not regulated as food containers, and therefore not subject to the leaching tests and materials quality
tests under the jurisdiction of the Taiwan Food
and Drug Administration.
It is tragic to think that day by day, year in and
year out, toxins leached from such containers into
food may have been ingested by unsuspecting
consumers, silently eroding their health.

Not just plastics
If plastic containers pose such hazards, perhaps we can find better containers made from
other materials.
People who are more eco-minded may prefer
single-use paper containers over plastic, because
paper seems better for the environment and safer
than plastic. Besides, paper cups, bowls, and meal
boxes are heat tolerant, so they can even be put

into microwaves to heat up. For these reasons,
they have become popular items that local eateries use to serve food to their customers.
Though seemingly more benign than plastic,
paper containers nonetheless also require chemicals in the process of their manufacturing to make
them more durable. To hold watery, greasy foods,
paper food containers used in Chinese restaurants additionally require a coat of low-density
Spring 2014
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Dai Jia-liang shows off his brainchild: single-use biodegradable bowls. Made from rice chaff and glutinous
rice, the bowls are free from plastics and appear to be
a sound one-use item. However, they have not caught
on, mainly because of their high cost.

Disposable food containers pervade modern life. Using such containers discreetly or cutting down on
them helps both your health and the environment.

have been cracked up to be. That probably leaves
the camp of better food containers with a lone
member: stainless steel.
But even this durable and environmentally
friendly metal has not escaped its share of negative publicity on safety grounds. Near the end of
2013, news reports of excessive manganese content in stainless steel containers erupted and
stirred up emotions and fear in Taiwan. These
reports claimed that too much manganese might
cause dementia.
Hsu Ming-neng (許銘能), a deputy minister
of Taiwan’s Ministry of Health and Welfare,
commented, “Manganese is essential to the
human body.”
Such conflicting information, if anything,
only adds to confusion.
Another government official weighed in:
“The human body does need a miniscule amount
of manganese, but too much of it, of course, can
be pathogenic,” said Lin Pin-pin of the National
Environmental Health Research Center.
“Containers made of stainless steel are
assigned numbers to represent their content,”
Lin continued. “Stainless steel generally leaches
very little, not to the extent of causing harm to
people, but that risk goes up with low-grade
containers or those from dubitable sources.”
Various tests are conducted in the labs of
Lin’s organization to help guard the people of
Taiwan against toxins. According to Lin, it’s just
not possible to see test results that show absolutely no trace of leached substances, but they
try to follow scientific standards to provide reasonable safeguards for public health.

polyethylene, LDPE, to make them nonporous to
oil. This practice undoubtedly raises concerns for
health-conscious consumers.
To placate potential customers, Yuen Foong
Paper Co., Ltd., a major paper manufacturer in
Taiwan, invented a paper product that is nonporous to oil but does not contain plastic. “This eliminates the possibility of food being polluted by
plastic,” claimed Chen Yong-zhi (陳勇志), a plant
manager of the company. “In addition, containers
made of this kind of oil-resistant paper can be
recycled directly as paper after use.”
But plastic coatings are not the only treatment that could make paper food containers
unsafe. An unscrupulous major maker of paper
containers ordered its employees to clean ink
stains on paper cups and meal boxes with toluene, a poisonous substance. The company had

Better alternatives?
In view of the problems caused by food containers, especially single-use containers, people
have endeavored to come up with better alternatives. Dai Jia-liang (戴嘉良), owner of Songyu
Technology Company in Rende, southern
Taiwan, is one example.
Dai invented a disposable food container
that is made from rice chaff and glutinous rice.
Such containers are biodegradable, and they
possess the benefits of plastic containers with
none of their drawbacks. They are not dangerous to human health, and they are very friendly
to the environment.
“Every person should shoulder their share of
social responsibility. Dai has done that by inventing this kind of healthful and eco-preserving
container,” Chou Huann-ming (周煥銘), dean of
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supplied major restaurants, large chain stores,
and large lunch suppliers for many schools.
Knowing that, “I wash a paper container
before I use it,” said Wang Pai-qing (王派清),
director general of the Association of Food
Container Businesses in Taipei.
So, if plastics are not safe, and even paper
containers raise concerns, is there anything that
is safe?
“As far as food containers go, pottery, porcelain, and glass have the best stability,” Professor
Chiang pointed out. “Even so, pottery fired at
low temperatures poses the risks of leaching lead,
antimony, and cadmium; containers made from
crystal, a form of glass that has a higher lead content, pose the risks of lead poisoning.”
Now even glass and porcelain containers, the
supposedly safe choices, may not be what they

the College of Engineering at Kun Shan
University, said by way of encouragement.
Sadly, the product has been coolly received
in the market. “I have about 70,000 of them sitting in the warehouse,” Dai said with a wry
smile. “We surmounted hurdles in development
and production, but not in cost. The unit cost of
our bowl has been stuck in the eight to nine dollars [25 to 30 American cents] range. That quickly cools the interest of business inquirers.”
Plastic or paper single-use containers cost just a
fraction as much.
It appears that people are interested in helping the environment—but only if they don’t
have to pay too dearly, at least not at levels that
Dai needs to sustain his invention.
Safer alternatives to existing food containers
prove elusive. The cost has proven to be a formidable adversary. This hurdle may be lowered by
heightening the perceived value of safer containers, perhaps by education and spreading the
word. The more consumers know about the hazards of unsafe containers and how those hazards
come about, the more likely they are to consider
using alternatives.
Experts offer their bit of informed advice:
“Simply put, few cheap things are good,”
Professor Chiang offered as simple, wise advice.
“Avoid products that are too brightly colored,” FDA director-general Yeh Ming-kung
advised. “But if you must use them, you should
at least avoid using them, particularly plastic
containers, to hold hot or fatty food.”
Chen Yong-zhi, of Yuen Foong Paper Co.,
suggests to his clients, “Avoid making overly
colorful prints on your paper containers.” Like
other additives or foreign materials, ink used on
paper containers leaches too.
Lin Pin-pin, of the National Environmental
Health Research Center, offered her advice as a
toxicologist: “Buy things that are in their original colors, which are safest. If you must have a
colorful food container, choose one that is plain
on the inside wall. Never let your food touch the
ink or paint on the container.”
Professor Chiang was blunter: “If you have
nice-looking containers, just look at them. Don’t
eat from them.”
The government undoubtedly has a responsibility for safeguarding the safety of food and food
containers. But no public effort can ever totally
replace each person’s direct attention to food or
container safety. So, the old adage is as true in this
area as in others: “Let the buyer beware.”
Spring 2014
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Hope Rises From
the Ruins
Tzu Chi Cash-for-Work
Program After
Typhoon Haiyan

By Qiu Shu-juan

Translated by Tang Yau-yang
Photos by Hsiao Yiu-hwa
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Eyes devoid of hope, benumbed survivors sat amidst the ruins in
Anibong, Tacloban, Philippines. Rain had turned the area to mud and
muck. Their misery was made even worse by mountains of reeking debris,
stretching several kilometers, left behind by Typhoon Haiyan.
When Tzu Chi volunteers invited them to clean up their neighborhoods
through a work relief program initiated by the charity foundation, they eagerly
responded. At the peak of the program, more than 30,000 people pitched in in a
single day. Each worker got paid at the end of the day. Over the course of
19 days, the program paid almost 300,000 daily wages. Some participants worked several days—they liked doing it. With stronger hope
in their hearts, residents of Tacloban worked harder to rebuild
their neighborhoods.

T

yphoon Haiyan hit the central Philippines
on November 8, 2013. It was the deadliest
cyclone on record in the nation.
Thousands of people perished. One of the most
powerful typhoons ever observed, it also
destroyed countless buildings and homes.
Many survivors lost practically all they had.
Shortages of potable water, food, and shelter
were severe. Downed power lines left many
locales without electricity.
Tacloban, the capital of the province of Leyte,
was hard hit. This tropical city is hot and rainy
all year round, but November is actually one of
the wettest months. The sun can scorch the area
in the morning, but heavy rains soak it in the
afternoon. Following the typhoon, the overabundant precipitation made the garbage-filled
streets even muddier and dirtier.
The major thoroughfares in Tacloban were still
strewn with debris even two weeks after the
disaster hit. Fallen trees, cars, discarded furniture,
and other junk littered the area—in some places
piled up as high as a two-story building. Hidden
among the garbage were dead bodies, as well as
the carcasses of animals that had perished in the
disaster. Their decay added a repulsive stench to
the air and created a sense of urgency to clean up
before an epidemic broke out.

Anibong
Tacloban sits across the San Juanico Strait
from Samar Province to the east. Its port is a
local commercial hub which handles cargo containers traveling to and from Manila, Cebu, and
Cagayen de Oro.
The port and the surrounding area offered
jobs, which attracted many poor people from out
of town. In the area of Anibong, they used simple
materials such as wood planks, galvanized metal
sheets, tarps, or even palm tree trunks and leaves
to improvise illegal, rudimentary living quarters
along shoreline dikes. The dwellings added a confusing and unsightly element to the landscape.
When Haiyan hit, those shacks proved utterly incapable of providing any protection for their
occupants against the winds and tides. Row
upon row of them collapsed and were laid waste
along the shore, making the place look like a
garbage dump. It’s no surprise the storm was
able to destroy the shanties—even a two-story
public market building and a nearby supermarket beside the port took a heavy blow from the
disaster. Having nowhere else to go, surviving
shack dwellers took shelter in the deserted mar18
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ket and supermarket, where they marked their
living spaces with blankets and tarps.
There were piles of debris everywhere after the
disaster, but local governments were too severely
short-handed to clear them away; most of their
employees were themselves casualties or survivors of the disaster. The city of Tacloban had a
staff of 2,250, but fewer than 60 people reported to
work on the eighth day after the disaster.
When Tzu Chi volunteers arrived in Anibong,
they saw people sitting in muddy surroundings,
their eyes devoid of hope. Behind them, mounds
of garbage and debris stretched for several kilometers. The first priority of the volunteers was
to get the local communities back to normalcy

by making the streets passable and to clear the
people’s living environments of garbage and
debris. That effort could prevent an outbreak of
disease and also help lead to the revival of the
local economy.
Lin Guo-rong (林國榮), a long-time Tzu Chi
volunteer from Manila, indicated that most
typhoon victims in Tacloban worked in fishingrelated jobs or grew coconuts or rice. They often
scraped by on about 140 pesos (US$3) a day.
Ramel Casiong, 57, a container truck driver,
lived in Anibong. He said that many local residents worked as fishermen, and some made a
living as dock workers. Some of the dock workers were paid a flat rate, such as a hundred pesos

Tons of debris had to be hauled away, and streets
and houses had to be cleaned and made usable.

an hour. Others were paid based on the amount
of freight handled, such as a peso per piece of
freight. Either way, they could earn a minimal
living—but only if they had work to do. As a
driver, in contrast, Casiong used to earn 500
pesos a day, a very respectable sum.
However, regardless of past earning power,
everyone’s possessions had disappeared in the
disaster. Under those circumstances, Casiong
was doing as badly as everyone else. In the days
after the disaster, at the same time that nobody
had much income and everybody was at their

Participants in the cash-for-work program work
together to clean up their neighborhoods.
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most vulnerable, the scarcity of goods and services caused prices to shoot through the roof.
The severe inflation made the tough lives of the
victims all the more unbearable. They needed
some financial aid.
What better way to help people in the disaster area than to start a cash-for-work program?
Such a program could help clear away the garbage while putting some money in the pockets
of the victims and helping them reestablish
themselves. It was for these reasons that the Tzu
Chi Foundation decided to sponsor a large-scale
work relief program.
Work relief to the rescue
Typhoon Haiyan left a swath of destruction in
much of Tacloban; many neighborhoods could
have benefited from a cash-for-work program like
this. How did the foundation determine which
communities should be offered the program?
Alfredo Li (李偉嵩), Tzu Chi Philippines
CEO, and Michael Siao (蔡昇航), a volunteer
and veteran work relief planner and leader, surveyed the disaster area for an ideal site to set
up a staging area, and they settled on Leyte
Progressive High School in Anibong. The school
was ideal because it was in a neighborhood that
needed a good cleanup, the neighborhood had
plenty of potential workers, and the school
offered plenty of space where a great number
of people could assemble.
The work relief program started at the stormdamaged school on November 20, 2013. Li and
Siao led participants to clean up the campus, and
they set up the headquarters for the cash-forwork program there. Then they pulled on rain
boots and sloshed through the muddy alleyways
in the neighborhood, using megaphones to call
on people to come out and join the event.
The first day, 611 people turned out for
work. After a day of cleaning up their neighborhood, they received cash in hand for their
labor. Their surroundings looked better and
they got cool cash for their efforts; it seemed
like a good deal.
The minimum wage in Tacloban was 260
pesos a day, or about US$6. The Tzu Chi work
relief program offered 500 pesos, about US$11,
for a day’s work. Some of the first workers originally had their doubts about such a good barIn a daily routine that is part of the work relief
program, participating residents assemble before
they start the work day.
22
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A section of the Mangonbangon River outside Leyte Progressive High School before and after cleanup.
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gain, and they wondered if they really would
get money for cleaning up their own community.
Now, cash in hand and all doubts dispelled, they
went home and spread the news.
The next day, 2,310 people showed up at the
high school. The volunteers welcomed them all
and encouraged them to invite more relatives
and friends to join in.
Tzu Chi started a second site for the project
that same day at Anibong Elementary School. At
the end of the day, 2,688 Taclobanians, including
those at Leyte Progressive, each went home 500
pesos richer. Every participant was assigned to a
work team; no one who wanted to work was
turned away. A person could work multiple days
if he or she so chose, and many did.
On day three, 4,500 people gathered to work
at Leyte Progressive and 1,610 at the Anibong
school. After helping to lead a pre-work rally in
which he gave the participants a pep talk and
shared the Tzu Chi ideals, Michael Siao rushed
off to organize a third staging area for the project. A total of 6,580 participants reported to the
three sites that day.
By the end of the fourth day, the program had
paid out 10,949 daily wages—a total of 5,474,500
pesos (US$122,000) that local residents could
spend to improve their lives and help revive
their economy.
Though that was an impressive group of people and, by local standards, a respectable sum, it
wasn’t enough given the vastness of the disaster
zone. Tzu Chi volunteers subsequently started
five more new sites.
As the work areas grew, so did the number of
participants. A record 31,587 people worked in a
single day, on the 14th day.
From November 20 to December 8, the work
relief program paid 287,170 daily wages. Some
people undoubtedly were paid multiple times,
once for each day they worked. Still, these were
impressive attendance numbers, especially considering the population of Tacloban—220,000
people. In those 19 days, the program paid out
143,585,000 pesos. That was a cash infusion of
about 3.22 million American dollars to people
who would spend much of their earnings to help
reestablish themselves after the disaster. That
money was also a shot in the arm for local peddlers, shopkeepers, and craftsmen, even if they
themselves did not participate in the work relief
program. The multiplier effect of that seed money
rippled out far and wide to touch and improve
the lives of many more people.

Morning rallies
Though Alfredo Li was born in Southern
Leyte Province, he moved away when he was in
elementary school. Michael Siao grew up in
Manila. As a result, Tacloban was basically a
strange place to both of them; even the languages were quite different. In these unfamiliar surroundings, it would have been a big challenge
for them to lead such large groups of workers if
it were not for their prior experience.
Typhoon Ketsana badly trounced Marikina, a
Manila suburb, in September 2009, and Typhoon
Saola hit Rizal Province in July 2012. Li and Siao
organized and led work-relief projects after both
of those typhoons. Those experiences helped
prepare them for the undertaking they would
start in Tacloban.
After they had convinced people to take part
in the cash-for-work program, the first thing that
they needed to change was the behavior of the
participants. It was a very large crowd and, like
most crowds anywhere, very disorganized. In a
disorganized disaster relief distribution, people
tend to jockey for position close to the distribution goods so they won’t go home empty-handed. This is a scene that volunteers try to avoid.
Volunteer Kalam Chan’s (陳嘉琳) message
blasted out of the loudspeakers: “We’re Tzu Chi
volunteers. We don’t know any of you folks
personally, so why are we here today? We’re
here because Master Cheng Yen couldn’t bear
to see you suffer.” The crowd became a little
quieter. Chan continued: “Why are we asking
you to assemble, line up, and sit quietly on the
ground? It’s because we want you to settle
down so we can register you. We don’t want to
miss any of you, not even one. We want to keep
this cash-for-work program going. If you follow the rules, we’ll be able to proceed; otherwise, we can’t.” When Chan finished speaking,
the crowd was silent.
After the participants had lined up, ten to a
group behind a leader, Li and Siao led group
activities to cheer up the crowd. Then they
shared the Master’s teachings and Tzu Chi ideals with them and led them in singing “One
Family” with accompanying hand gestures.
They wanted the participants to know and to
feel that they were all part of a large extended
family. They encouraged them to work with each
other in unison to accomplish the mission of
community cleanup. A prayer—for everyone’s
families, for the land, for a brighter future—followed. When that was finished, participants

li xin-jun

Part of a 28-unit earthmoving fleet arrives at Tac
loban Harbor from Surigao after a 17-hour journey.
This heavy equipment is on its way to clean up
Tacloban neighborhoods as part of the Tzu Chi
work relief program.

filed out in an orderly fashion to their designated areas to start cleaning up.
On the street
Mountains of debris stood alongside or right
in the middle of muddy streets and alleyways. In
the face of so much stuff to be removed, the workers had little more than their bare hands, enthusiasm, and ingenuity to do the job. Without the
luxury of proper tools, they turned their creativity loose and improvised the best they could.
To clear away the garbage and to haul objects
to collection points, participants used buckets,
baskets, pieces of galvanized sheet metal, garbage can lids, or even abandoned refrigerators…
just about anything that could help boost their
productivity.
Some made large-capacity garbage haulers
by tying ropes on opposite corners of large metal
sheets to act as looped handles. Two persons
would hold the rope handles and pull a sheet
around onto which other people could pile the
26
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rubble that they had picked up. When the sheet
was filled up, the duo would pull the load to a
designated collection point, dump out the contents, and return to pick up more rubbish.
The work locations, quiet before the cleanup
program started, became very animated and
noisy. People bustled around, each tending to
their work.
Ramel Casiong, the former container truck
driver, also joined the program. He, his family,
and their neighbors hauled wood boards out of
their collapsed houses into the street. They also
cleared the roadway, returning it to its former serviceable state. Casiong pointed at a pile of wood
by the dike and said that it had been his home, a
home that he would never live in again.
Casiong was out working when the typhoon
warning was announced, so his boss told him to
go home. He arrived home in the early morning
hours of November 8. They received the evacuation order when he was having breakfast with
his family, at around four o’clock. The water was
already rising when they got to their front door—
there was no time to take anything from the
house. They hurried to a Buddhist temple on
higher ground across from their home.
Rough winds whipped up 6-meter (20-foot)
waves as Casiong and others looked out in hor-

ror from inside the temple. They ran up to the
third floor. From the balcony there, they saw
storm waves washing 20- and 40-foot cargo containers from the nearby harbor into their neighborhood. The containers knocked down one
house after another—their homes—right in front
of their eyes, and the waves continued to push
towards them. Luckily the waves started to
recede after a container knocked down the gate
of the temple. It was just three meters (ten feet)
short of hitting the temple itself.
Casiong recalled the event with gratitude,
knowing that he might not have survived if the
waves had not pulled back. Because of that close
call, he slept restlessly in the nights that
followed.
The neighborhood was dotted with cargo
containers in the aftermath of the storm. Though
quite bulky, those containers were actually quite
small compared to the five container ships, each
thousands of tons, that Haiyan had also brought
and left inland. Man-made objects, however big,
are simply no match against natural forces.
Casiong and his family have taken shelter at
the temple since then. He said that the ships
were loaded with rice and the containers were
packed with clothing when surviving residents
inspected them after the typhoon. Those things,
however, were mostly taken by survivors, so the
vessels and containers were all but gutted. He
got some rice that had been soaked in sea water.
His family ate that for two days before eating the
three kilograms (6.6 pounds) of rice that the Red
Cross had given them. The family had exhausted
all their rice when he heard from the village head
about the Tzu Chi work relief program.
He started on the very first day and worked
five days. He received 2,500 pesos for his efforts.
“We lived on canned food after the typhoon. The
pay has enabled us to buy other food. We’ll save
the rest of the money to rebuild our house.”
Realyn Portillo, 28, lived even closer to the
sea than Casiong’s family. Her husband drove a
cycle rickshaw for hire. He could not find work
after the typhoon, so the couple took part in the
work relief program for five days. On the third
day, after finishing the day’s work for the cleanup project, they used the money they had earned
to open a small grocery store at their home by
the sea, selling things like instant coffee, biscuits,
candy, eggs, combs and hairpins.
They both returned to work on the relief project the next morning for the fourth day of work,
and again the fifth day. Each day after getting off

from work there, they opened their store for
business. Each day they took in 700 pesos.
The relief project had worked as intended as
far as Portillo and her husband were concerned:
The project had helped them get on their feet
again. Moreover, her husband resumed his pedicab service on December 6. They could now support themselves and their family. “We’re really
happy that Tzu Chi started this initiative here,”
Portillo said. “Otherwise, I can’t imagine how
we could have made it.”
Open for business
Residents working in the cash-for-work project took garbage from narrow alleyways out to
designated locations beside larger roadways.
Tzu Chi then sent out earthmoving equipment
to haul the garbage to locations that the city government had specified.
Forty dump trucks, seven front loaders, and
one excavator worked alongside the tens of
thousands of people in this joint cleanup effort.
Some of the machinery was rented by Tzu Chi,
some was provided by the city, and some was
shipped to Tacloban from the city of Surigao in
Mindanao Province through arrangements by
volunteer Yang Guo-ying (楊國英).
Yang borrowed the equipment from a friend
who was in the nickel mining business. It was
the off season for this friend, so he graciously
loaned 25 dump trucks, two front loaders, and
one excavator to Yang free of charge. The friend
even loaned the equipment operators and their
backups, whose work Tzu Chi paid for.
The alleyways, too narrow for heavy machinery to enter, were just right for people to get in
and clear out the garbage. On the other hand,
the big piles of garbage on the thoroughfares—
too voluminous and heavy to be moved long
distances by hand—were perfect for earthmoving equipment. The equipment operators efficiently loaded and hauled the garbage away to
sites designated by the city.
It was a nice combination of human beings
and heavy equipment for the cleanup project.
Divided, neither group alone could have done
the job completely; united, their efforts gradually removed debris, big and small, from the
neighborhoods, which slowly but surely became
serviceable and livable again.
The frequent rains in the area turned out to
be a big help as well. They cleaned away the
mud and dirt that remained in the streets after
the garbage had been cleared away. Roadways

“Now Open to Serve You!” She told us in fluent
Chinese that it was the Tzu Chi cleanup initiative that enabled her to reopen her store.

Cash-for-work participants express their gratitude
to Tzu Chi on a placard.

therefore became as clean as on any ordinary
day, a good sign of the return to normalcy.
Other signs of normalcy were also popping
up here and there. Burgos Street, two blocks
from Leyte Progressive High School, was home
to many stores that showed signs of damage by
Typhoon Haiyan, as well as by looters. Most of
them were forced to close after the storm. Five
days after the cash-for-work program started,
peddlers started opening up one stall after
another again, selling things like nails, mosquito
coils, soy sauce, vegetables, fruit, clothing, kerosene lamps, and matches.
Thelma Saleda used to have a vegetable stall
in the public market before it was destroyed by
Haiyan. With the Tzu Chi work relief program
in motion, she observed that people were getting
money and buying things, so she hurried and
put up a new stall on Burgos Street.
The typhoon destroyed the house where she
and her son lived, and she said that she was making less money from the roadside stall than she
had at the public market. However, she was still
28
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grateful to the foundation for the cash-for-work
program, in which her grandson worked three
days. He earned enough money to pay for his
own schoolbooks, tuition and uniform. Every bit
helped. “The Tzu Chi program has really helped
a great deal,” she said. “If people don’t have
money, they can’t buy things.”
The desire and the means to buy things are
the parents of commerce. That phenomenon was
well illustrated by the cash-for-work program.
Jun Awa-Ao used to be a construction worker. He noticed the vigorous commerce that had
sprung up in the neighborhood, so he also started his own stall. “I used to get 250 pesos a day in
construction, but here I get 2,000 pesos a day
selling things,” he said.
Buyers also attracted shop owners who had
fled the scene after the typhoon back to Burgos
Street to restart their businesses. One of them
attributed the flourishing commerce there to
Tzu Chi. “We reopened five days ago, and I tell
people all the time about the good that Tzu Chi
has done.”
Huang Cai Lizhen (黃蔡麗珍) ran a canvas
store there. On a banner above the entrance of
the store were great big letters that spelled,

Minds of goodness
Tacloban City Administrator Tecson John Lim
(林福益) commented that Tzu Chi not only gave
the area an infusion of cash to help feed the participants and their families, but also instilled in
them the concepts of being good people and
using money wisely. Those who got paid for
their cleanup work were repeatedly urged to be
honest, and to not spend their wages on smoking or drinking.
Many of them apparently followed the advice.
The noise and liveliness of reconstruction everywhere was proof positive that those people were
not wasting money on vices. They also heeded
the admonition to be honest. “I’ve heard that
some people returned the wages that they’d
received from Tzu Chi because they hadn’t really
done the work and thus hadn’t really earned the
money,” Lim said. “I was really happy to hear
those reports.” The principles that volunteers
had inculcated in the minds of the project participants before they set out for cleanup work had
worked as intended. The early morning pre-work
rallies did have their value.
There is a saying in the Philippines that goes:
Give a poor man a hammer and some nails, and
he will build himself a home. After the disaster,
stalls selling nails were doing brisk business.
When people had money, they could afford to
buy building materials and tools such as hammers, nails, and galvanized metal sheets. Those
things and wooden boards or planks that they
either purchased or salvaged from the debris
were all they needed to start putting their homes
together again.
No wonder that whenever Tzu Chi volunteers
went into the disaster area, they were almost
always greeted by the local residents with chants
like, “Tzu Chi! Tzu Chi! Go! Go! Go!” and “Tzu
Chi! Tzu Chi! Thank you!”
Tacloban Mayor Alfred Romualdez also
expressed his gratitude to the foundation. He
pointed out that the typhoon had left city
employees exhausted, and though he was the
mayor of the city, he did not have total control of
the situation nor could he better manage public
security. He had been getting by with just five
hours of sleep a day, busily helping his city cope
with the multitudes of pressing issues in the
wake of the disaster. “The large-scale assistance

from Tzu Chi has had a profound impact. We’re
most grateful to Tzu Chi,” he said.
“We didn’t expect that those volunteers
would get here so quickly,” said City Adminis
trator Lim. “They reached our city six days after
the disaster struck. They calmed our citizens
down and encouraged them to get out of their
homes and do things. Most significantly, they
have given them confidence and hope.”
Four o’clock in the afternoon was quitting
time for the cleanup workers. At that time,
everyone assembled at the same staging area
where they had gathered that morning before
they set out to work. These typhoon survivors
were happy and smiling, their eyes no longer
dull, their shoulders no longer drooping. Some
of them even danced to the music that Tzu Chi
volunteers were playing. The morning and evening assemblies had become occasions where
local workers shared their joy and sorrow with
the volunteers.
As they poured out the worries that had
beleaguered them after the typhoon, they also
gradually opened their hearts to happiness.
Many of them were very forthcoming in expressing their gratitude to Tzu Chi. They drew pictures, wrote letters, made posters, or held up
placards to ensure that their thanks would reach
the volunteers.
Many of them even made small donations to
the foundation. They dropped their loose coins
into coin banks at the assembly points, or they
saved their money in plastic bottles and donated
them to Tzu Chi. They hoped that they could
begin to support the foundation’s missions
around the globe with their donations. They
identified with Tzu Chi ideals, and they wanted
to be part of its efforts.
The 19-day cleanup was filled with countless
interactions between the typhoon survivors and
the volunteers—sometimes funny, sometimes
heart-warming, but always truthful and real. The
Tzu Chi presence thus became part of the daily
lives of local residents. In a letter to the volunteers,
one of the project participants wrote, “I’m used to
having Tzu Chi here, and I hope that its volunteers can be here forever.” To sentiments like that,
volunteers responded: “Though we can’t physically be here forever, the Tzu Chi spirit can and
will be if you folks choose to keep it alive. When
some of you join us and you see our logo here,
you’ll know that Tzu Chi is still around.”

Room Enough for Learning
The nine prefabricated classrooms
standing in a row on a lawn and the
sweet sound of children singing
seems to soften the grim devastation wrought by Typhoon Haiyan.
Students and teachers alike cherish the gift of the new structures,
which seem like a new paradise
for learning.

By Li Wei-huang

Translated by Tang Yau-yang
Photos by Huang Xiao-zhe
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ecember 9, 2013, was a beautiful, sunny
day. It was exactly one month since
Typhoon Haiyan had devastated the
Philippines. At three o’clock in the afternoon,
Tzu Chi volunteers, who had worked hard to
help assemble nine prefabricated classrooms,
turned them over to the students and staff of
Tunga Central School, which is located about an
hour’s drive from Tacloban.
Students had made cards and written down
their thoughts and feelings for the dedication
ceremony. They gave the cards to the Tzu Chi
volunteers on this special day to thank them for
their help.
Su Wen-he (蘇文禾) burst into tears when he
received the cards and a wreath from the children. He had come from Taiwan and helped
assemble the classrooms. “Many parents have
been so busy rebuilding their homes that they
have not had the time to care for their children,
who just run around unsupervised,” Su said. “I
have children and grandchildren of my own,
and it hurts me to see children like that.”
Students at Tunga Central School move a ladder
to be used by volunteers who are putting up temporary classrooms at their school.
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When the schoolchildren saw the volunteers
moved to tears, they began to cry along with them.
Volunteer Wang Shun-xiang (王舜湘) of Manila
could not hold back her tears either. How could
she? She described a warm encounter with a student at the school a few days before: “A small girl
handed me two pesos [about four American cents]
that she had saved from her allowance. She asked
me to give one peso to children who had nothing
to eat and the other peso to disaster victims.”
Being around loving children like that, how could
Wang not have been moved?
Wang had gone to the disaster zone with the
idea that she would be the one providing help.
She had not expected to witness a child, herself a
survivor of the disaster, trying to help others.
New classrooms
In terms of both area and population, Tunga
is the smallest municipality in the central
Philippine province of Leyte. About 6,500 people
live there. Though severely damaged by Haiyan,
it received little attention from most international aid organizations.
Of the 36 classrooms in Tunga Central School,
28 were damaged by Haiyan. With only eight
rooms still functional, the school was shut down.

Principal Amalia Lausin said that the government sent some construction experts to assess
the damage at the school, but they left after just
taking a look at the damaged roofs.
Tzu Chi volunteers went to the school to evaluate the situation on November 21, less than two
weeks after the disaster. They returned on the 25th
and 27th for more detailed examinations. They
wanted to ascertain if the school was a suitable
site to assemble some temporary classrooms.
Before they could start the work, however,
Principal Lausin reopened the school. That was
on December 2. To do so, she let four classes take
turns using one room. She didn’t want to keep her
students out of school for too long. It was imperative that their education continue as soon as possible, even after a disaster like Typhoon Haiyan.
The principal was only too happy to receive
assistance from Tzu Chi in the aftermath of the
disaster, especially when things were scarce. At
first, she thought that the temporary classrooms
that Tzu Chi volunteers had intended were simple
canvas tents. When the work started, she was
quite surprised and pleased to see that the volunteers had something more durable in mind.
On December 4, the volunteers started to
assemble the materials—strengthened plastic
sheets and light-duty steel frames—that had

A Tzu Chi volunteer from Taiwan directs work relief
participants building a temporary classroom.

arrived by that time from Taiwan. They worked
from seven in the morning to five in the afternoon,
taking little time to rest under the hot sun. Five
days later they turned nine new classrooms over
to the school. “I didn’t expect to receive such nice
classrooms!” exclaimed the principal.
When we walked into the principal’s office,
we saw kindergarteners crammed inside having
their lessons. Lausin said that the addition of
these structures would greatly ease the pressure
that she was facing in providing more space for
instruction.
Two classes shared each of the new rooms that
the foundation provided. Elena Balida, a grateful
third-grade teacher, said that was “more than
enough.” She stressed that the students would be
able to attend school every day now and the
teachers would be able to keep a normal schedule. She knew that many schools had not yet
reopened because they could not afford to repair
their damage, and that some of the schools had
lost teaching materials and equipment. Balida
considered herself and her school extremely fortunate. “Even if you had built us only one classroom, we’d be very happy,” she said.

More new classrooms
The nine new prefabricated structures at
Tunga Central School were among the 128 that
the foundation sent to Tunga, Tacloban and
Ormoc. As of December 15, 24 of them had been
assembled by volunteers from Taiwan, paid
Tzu Chi staff from Marikina (a city in Metro
Manila), and local participants of a Tzu Chi
work relief program. More than 20 construction
volunteers from Taiwan taught the staff from
Marikina and the local participants how to put
up the new classrooms.
None of the Taiwanese volunteers spoke the
local language, so they could only use body language for instruction. One evening, Wang Shunxiang, the volunteer from Manila, gave them a
crash course on useful local expressions.
Lin Wan-shui (林萬水), 65, a volunteer from
Taiwan, had spent three years in Indonesia
building bridges and roads for a Taiwanese engineering company. He used to lead 80 local workers without an interpreter, so he considered this
mission in the Philippines a lot easier compared
to what he had had to handle in Indonesia.
Lin had volunteered in the construction of
more than ten Tzu Chi Project Hope schools in
the aftermath of the 2008 Sichuan earthquake in
China. Those were permanent buildings. He
later stayed in Shanlin, Kaohsiung, southern
Taiwan, for three months helping build 600 lightgauge steel residential units for victims of the
2009 Typhoon Morakot. “Almost every Tzu Chi
project was a ‘mission impossible,’” he said,
referring to the fact that the foundation requested that its construction projects be finished in
the shortest time possible without sacrificing the
quality of the work so that disaster victims could
use the buildings as soon as possible.
When Lin taught the Tzu Chi staffers from
Marikina how to build the classrooms in Tunga,
he’d point at his own temple and tell them to
think, but not to feel too much pressure. An
encouraging teacher, he said to his students that
he was convinced they would be able to master
the skills without problems.
The trainees would then be expected to pass
on their skills to other local residents and lead
them in setting up the rest of the new buildings
once the volunteers returned to Taiwan.
A curtain divides a room for use by two classes.
Though mutual interference is sometimes una
voidable, the students and teachers are grateful
for having such a nice new facility to use.
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Gefrey Besales, 21, was one of those under
Lin’s tutelage. He said that being a trainee and a
future seed teacher had its share of pressure,
especially as they would have to undertake the
responsibility of building the classrooms after
the trainers returned home to Taiwan. “But we’re
confident that we can do it,” he said.
The young man was from Marikina, but he
said that even he had some difficulties communicating with trainees from Tunga because of
differences in their dialects. However, he still
taught them the best he could, hoping to contribute his bit of strength to the education of the
local children.
George Cruz drove a pedicab in Tunga. He
signed up for the work relief program to assemble classrooms. His two children attended Tunga
Central School, so he was especially glad to participate in the project and do something for local
kids as well as his own children.
Cruz said that the old school was in very bad
repair, often exposing students to the elements.
Hot sun or rain came in through the faulty roofs
and distracted students from their studies. The
new classrooms, on the other hand, though only
for temporary use, were brand new, airy, and filled
with natural light. He felt much better knowing
that students would be using them instead.
When Cruz started the work relief program,
he also ran into the language problem, but he
managed to work through that initial stage. He
was grateful to the volunteers who taught him
how to do the job. He never imagined that some
metal frames, screws, and fortified plastic sheets
would make such handsome structures.
When Cruz got home from work every evening, his fifth-grade daughter would show great
interest and ask him how the work had progressed. Cruz confessed that he had originally
signed up for the work for the daily wages that
it would provide. But gradually the work began
taking on a more significant meaning—providing the students and faculty with a better place
for learning became the priority. “Wages are not
that important now,” he said.
Each morning Cruz took five neighbors to
work with him. He told them again and again,
Marilou Villena holds up a thank-you card that
she made. Her family moved around frequently,
which interrupted her schooling. That explains
why she stands out among her classmates:
Though already 15, she is still a sixth grader at
Tunga Central School.
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“These classrooms are for our next generation,
so do a good job.”
Tzu Chi held many cash distributions to help
victims through the hard times after Typhoon
Haiyan; each family received 8,000 to 15,000
pesos (US$178-333), based on the size of the
household. Cruz was one of the recipients. He
had borrowed money to buy galvanized metal
sheets to repair his own roof, and the money he
received from Tzu Chi helped him repay those
debts sooner than he could have otherwise. “I’ve
never seen a nicer charitable group,” he said.
Principal Lausin grew up in Tunga. Her
grandmother was a teacher, so she had always
wanted to be a teacher too.
Lausin was always present at her school
when Tzu Chi volunteers were there, either to
distribute cash or relief goods to survivors or to
assemble the new classrooms. She saw that the
volunteers, despite working so hard, had only
instant noodles for lunch. Occasionally, over
their objections, she would cook some Filipino
dishes for them.
Evelyn Villacorte, a school district inspector,
noticed that the students were enjoying their lessons in the new classrooms, as if they were
camping on the lawn. “The whole atmosphere is
just different from the past,” she said.
The favorable experience attracted other attention. Nearby Gregorio C. Catenza National High
School (Tunga National High School) asked Tzu
Chi volunteers for three classrooms. The typhoon
had damaged that school too, and some teachers
were forced to hold their classes in hallways. It
was very uncomfortable for those teachers and
students, who had to cram into small quarters
and endure being constantly distracted by people
walking through the hallways.
Tzu Chi volunteers turned the three assembled classrooms over to the school on December
13. When they held a distribution of cash aid the
next day in Tacloban, 50 teachers from both
Tunga Central School and Tunga National High
School showed up to volunteer. That was exactly
the kind of thing that Tzu Chi volunteers wanted to see the most: people who had received help
reaching out in turn to help others.
In addition to providing temporary classrooms
for the disaster zone, Tzu Chi is also assessing the
possibility of building permanent schools for the
area. After all, time waits for no one, and the education of children simply cannot wait.

With her thumbs raised in a gesture
of gratitude, Tunga Central School
Principal Amalia Lausin and students
wave good-bye to volunteers who
helped assemble temporary classrooms on the campus.
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acloban is not too far from Taiwan, but it
took the Tzu Chi medical delegation,
which set out on November 22, 2013, more
than 20 hours to travel the distance. The team
was to provide free medical service to people
who had survived Typhoon Haiyan.
Traveling for so many hours is never easy,
but it was even harder on the group because of
an added concern—that their luggage might be
lost in transit. In addition to their personal luggage, they had brought along 57 boxes of relief
supplies. They had to make sure they didn’t lose
any of those.
The delegation members counted their luggage and parcels every time they made a transfer, something they had to do quite frequently.
First there was the flight to Manila, then a short
domestic flight to Cebu. (The airport in Tacloban
was temporarily closed, so they couldn’t fly
there directly from Manila.) After that they took
a 3-hour boat ride to Ormoc, followed by a late
night bus ride to their lodgings there. Finally, at
4:00 the next morning, they left Ormoc for the
last leg of their journey: a bumpy 4-hour bus trip
in darkness to Tacloban.
As their buses traveled along the road, the
dawn made the land outside more visible. The
delegation members saw that every so often people at the sides of the roads were holding up
hand-written signs saying things like “Help us”
or “We need food.” The more the volunteers saw,
the more they felt the gravity of their mission
descending on them. They told themselves they
weren’t there just to provide medical treatment
but also to offer gentle care and love to their
patients—people who were suffering greatly.

Listening With Patience
By Huang Xiu-hua

Translated by Tang Yau-yang
Photos by Hsiao Yiu-hwa

Typhoon Haiyan devastated medical facilities in Tacloban and destroyed equipment and medications. Many survivors endured their pain for days before finally receiving medical attention at a
Tzu Chi free clinic. Volunteers arrived at the disaster area to give medical help, but returned home
feeling enriched by the experience.
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Free clinic
Soon after their arrival, the delegation held
a free clinic at Leyte Progressive High School.
With the limited clinic space, Tzu Chi personnel did the best they could to improvise areas
for internal medicine, surgery, gynecology,
pediatrics, ophthalmology, and dentistry.
Though these areas were undoubtedly rudimentary as far as medical clinics went, they
were sufficiently functional.
One hurdle still stood in the doctors’ way of
providing care to the crowd of patients: language. The patients mostly spoke only local dialects. They did not know English and therefore
could not communicate with the physicians from
Taiwan without the help of interpreters. The Tzu
Chi Philippine branch had volunteers who could

interpret, but they were spread thin. Many of
them were on assignment at other aid efforts,
such as the cash-for-work cleanup program, that
were being offered at the same time.
Since not every doctor had a dedicated interpreter, the doctors took a crash course on the
essential vocabulary in the local dialect that they
might need to care for their patients. Volunteers
also wrote the names of commonly seen ailments
and their translations on blackboards to which
the doctors could refer.
For the six internal medicine doctors, a few
simple words such as “sipon—common cold” and
“sakit—pain” were particularly handy. The doctors made up for what the crash course didn’t
cover by using body language or whatever other
way they could find to communicate with the
patients. That, coupled with their patience and an
eagerness to help, was enough to help them treat
the most commonly seen complaints, such as
colds, diarrhea, asthma and hypertension.
Surgical clinics did not require as much communication; a look at the wound was usually
sufficient for the doctors to determine the problem and perform the proper treatment. Dr.
Robert Sy (盧尾丁), a member of the Philippine
chapter of the Tzu Chi International Medical
Association, said that most injured patients had
waited more than ten days by the time they were
treated at the free clinic. His heart really went
out to them for the suffering they had endured.
At the same time, he was grateful to the visiting
doctors for coming all the way from Taiwan to
help. “When patients are in pain and agony,
even just a little help from us doctors means a
great deal to them,” he said.
Chien Sou-hsin (簡守信), a plastic surgeon
and superintendent of Taichung Tzu Chi
Hospital, tried to calm one patient down before
he cleaned his wound. Despite his efforts, the
patient was on edge—he looked away and tightly clamped a towel between his teeth. Lin
Chang-hung (林昌宏), chief of anesthesia of
Taichung Tzu Chi Hospital, talked softly to him
and gently gave him an injection of anesthesia.
Chien finished cleaning the lesion a few minutes later; the relieved patient smiled and
thanked the doctors repeatedly.
Many pregnant women had been physically
knocked around by the typhoon, and some of
them came to the clinic wanting to know if their
fetuses were still in good health. The clinic was
not equipped with an ultrasound machine, but
Huang Si-cheng (黃思誠), a deputy superinten-

Tzu Chi staffer Shi Ya-zhu (施雅竹, left) soothes a
free clinic patient who is about to have her wound
cleaned.

clothes. Because their homes were damaged or
destroyed by Typhoon Haiyan, their parents had
to dry their laundry out in the open air. But since
it rained a lot after the disaster, the clothes were
drenched before they got a chance to dry out. Dr.
Tsai prescribed medicine for the children and
urged parents to pay extra attention to prevent
their children from catching another cold.

dent of Taipei Tzu Chi Hospital, had all he needed. With years of clinical experience behind him,
he used his hands and stethoscope to feel and
listen to those women, and he was glad to tell
each of them that their unborn babies were well
and moving normally. That brought a big sigh of
relief to each of the worried women.
An old woman had had a painfully swollen
eye for several days when she came to the free
clinic. Her condition had been caused by some
metal rust that had gotten into her eye when she
was cleaning her house after the typhoon. Peng
Yi-jie (彭義傑), an ophthalmologist from Taipei
Tzu Chi Hospital, carefully administered local
anesthetic to the woman, doused her eye with a
saline solution, and washed out the rust before
further complications could develop.
This was the first time pediatrician Tsai Wenhsin (蔡文心), also from Taipei Tzu Chi Hospital,
volunteered at an international free clinic. She
observed that most of the children that she had
treated suffered from gastroenteritis, while some
had common colds and one was in an early stage
of pneumonia. Children were more susceptible to
gastroenteritis due to their lower immunity and
the poor hygiene in disaster zones. Some children
caught colds when they were forced to wear damp
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An observant doctor
Aside from caring for people who had come to
seek medical attention, Chao You-chen (趙有誠),
superintendent of Taipei Tzu Chi Hospital, was
quick to notice something awry with a volunteer
who worked with him.
Nonie, an 11-year-old local boy who spoke
fluent English, volunteered as an interpreter for
Dr. Chao. The physician noticed that Nonie was
often short of breath, his lips purplish, and that
he had clubbed fingers, a thickening of the fingertips that gave them an abnormally rounded
appearance. The boy’s chest also protruded and
his heart beat with abnormally pronounced
sounds. Chao suspected that Nonie had a heart
condition, so he asked cardiologist Chang Hengchia (張恒嘉), deputy superintendent of Taipei
Tzu Chi Hospital, to take a look. Dr. Chang diagnosed the boy with tetralogy of Fallot, a congenital heart defect.
After the clinic concluded that day, Chao
paid a visit to Nonie’s home. Nine people—
Nonie’s parents, his four siblings, two other relatives, and Nonie himself—lived in a small
house that had been damaged by Typhoon
Haiyan. It seemed that they had more people
than belongings in the house. What they were
wearing was all the clothing they had left. A few
cooking and eating utensils rounded out their
entire worldly possessions.
Nonie’s father was a fisherman and his mother a housewife. They said that they had sought
medical treatment when the boy was one year
old. The doctor suggested surgery and estimated
that it would cost two million pesos, which was
an insurmountable sum then and still was now,
a decade later. Unable to afford the treatment,
Nonie had lived all his life with the heart condition, which had worsened with time.
Nonie reported to work at the free clinic the
following morning and continued to help Tzu

Chi doctors communicate with patients. Dr.
Chang asked Nonie if he wanted to receive complete treatment at a Tzu Chi hospital in Taiwan,
and the boy replied, “Yes, I want to go to Taiwan.
I want to visit that beautiful place.”
Tzu Chi volunteers in the Philippines would
arrange for Nonie to get preliminary examinations in Manila. The results would help them
formulate their next moves to help the boy.
Touched
Though giving free medical treatment was
the primary objective of the medical delegation,
After applying medicine to this boy’s wound, the
doctor reminds a relative to tend to the wound
after they return home to help it heal up sooner.

they also participated in distributions of daily
wages to people who worked in the cash-forwork program. These sideline encounters turned
out to be very emotional for many physicians.
Dr. Lin Chin-lon (林俊龍), CEO of the Tzu
Chi medical mission, gave kudos to the Tzu Chi
volunteers in the Philippines, whose ranks were
thin in the face of the large crowds they were
helping. Lin called attention to how capable they
had been in developing good relationships with
the local residents, opening their hearts, and
mobilizing them to do good for their neighborhoods by taking part in the work relief program.
Lin said that he had been moved again and again
as he witnessed the heart-warming interactions
between Philippine Tzu Chi volunteers and
typhoon victims.
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Superintendent Chien of the Taichung hospital emphasized that psychological comfort sometimes works faster for the body than tablets and
pills. He pointed out that when individuals in
similar circumstances gather, they are often
cheered and uplifted by others in the group.
Together, their suffering seems more bearable,
their moods are elevated, and their hope for the
future is rekindled.
Hsu Wen-lin (許文林), a deputy superintendent of Hualien Tzu Chi Hospital, experienced
more emotional undulations at a cash-for-work
staging area in Anibong than anywhere else.
Nonie, sitting, was a volunteer translator for Tzu
Chi doctors. When Tzu Chi volunteers discovered
that he had a congenital heart condition, they
decided to arrange treatment for him.

Workers had assembled in a narrow street after a
day’s work. More than 3,000 people filled the
street, but they formed orderly lines, ten people
to a row.
It was a huge crowd, but everything proceeded
in an orderly fashion. When volunteer event leader Michael Siao (蔡昇航) spoke into the microphone and asked everybody to pray sincerely,
people responded and the place became totally
silent. The only sounds were from occasional passing cars. “Three thousand people had squatted by
the road for an hour, but when they were invited
to pray, they closed their eyes and did it without a
sound,” exclaimed Hsu. “That blew my mind!”
Tang Dao-qian (湯道謙), a gastrologist at the
Hualien hospital, was also moved, especially
when he saw work relief program participants
enthusiastically drop coins into coin banks at

the venue to help with Tzu Chi’s charity work.
He had been a little cheerless for a couple of
days because he was unaccustomed to the delegation’s crude living accommodations. They
did not stay in a hotel, but in a deserted medical school whose roofs had been damaged by
Haiyan. There were no hot showers and only
one restroom for more than a hundred people.
Each delegation member got a mosquito net
and a plastic straw mat, and they slept on a
hard floor, definitely not a comfortable or restful bed.
Having to endure that kind of situation for
two nights in a row bothered Tang quite a bit, so
he had not been smiling much. However, he
began to smile a lot more after he witnessed the
harmonious and warm atmosphere at the work
relief staging area that afternoon. “I’ve really
been enlightened,” he said.
Tang said that he had visited a former classmate in New Orleans, Louisiana, in August
2005. A week later, on August 29, Hurricane
Katrina made landfall in Louisiana. Fortunately,
Tang and his host family had already evacuated
the area ahead of time, but when things had settled down, they returned to the host’s home.
New Orleans was in total disarray. There was
news of looting and other violence in the immediate aftermath of the costliest hurricane in the
history of the United States, so they carried guns
to protect themselves.
Now, he was in another disaster area years
later and thousands of miles away, but he was
witnessing and experiencing something completely different. He was really impressed by the
orderly behavior of the disaster victims in
Tacloban.
The medical delegation was scheduled to
return to Taiwan on November 26. Their schedule was packed during their short stay in the
disaster area. They were understandably weary
most of the time they were there, but fortunately other volunteers took care of things for them
so they could concentrate on their mission. “I
woke up after three o’clock one morning, and
as I walked outside I saw volunteers already
hustling in the kitchen, preparing meals for us,”
Dr. Chien said. “They were the real unsung
heroes in our mission.” They helped make the
doctors’ work possible.
More helpers
After the first medical delegation from
Taiwan left the disaster area, another one arrived
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to take over the work. From November 23 to
December 16, 2013, Tzu Chi medical delegations
worked in relays to provide medical care to
typhoon victims. Over that time, the teams
logged 6,017 patient visits.
The delegations were composed of volunteers from Taiwan and other countries; they
were doctors, nurses, pharmacists, dentists,
and practitioners in other medical-related
fields. It was a consensus among them that,
though they had undertaken the trip to
Tacloban to help and provide medical care,
they also experienced a journey of learning, of
spiritual enrichment.
Dr. Nancy Chen (陳南詩), an ophthalmologist
at Hualien Tzu Chi Hospital, served in Tacloban
in early December. She was deeply shaken when
a local Catholic priest described to her the devastating power of Typhoon Haiyan. The priest
said that when people heard that a typhoon was
coming, many took shelter in the basements of
their homes. Everyone was caught completely
off guard when floodwaters quickly submerged
the area. In a short time, people lost not only
everything they had but even family members.
Chen felt as if she were hearing about a scene
from Armageddon.
She didn’t encounter many people with
injured eyes as she treated patients, but many
told her they couldn’t see clearly. For many, their
eyeglasses had been carried away by the floods.
Fortunately, the Philippine chapter of the Tzu
Chi International Medical Association had prepared 550 pairs of eyeglasses to give away.
Chen witnessed the helplessness of disaster
victims, but she was also touched by their warm
friendliness. When Tzu Chi volunteers tried to
cheer them up, they were quick to respond with a
smile and a “God bless you!” When Chen finished her stint at Tacloban, she returned to Manila
before heading back home to Taiwan. There she
took her first hot shower in several days. At that
moment, she felt that not only was her body
clean, but that her spirit had also been purified by
her experience in the disaster area.
As the medical institutions in the disaster
area gradually returned to service, the work of
Tzu Chi doctors naturally came to an end. The
volunteers packed up and returned to their
home countries and their regular lives. The delegation members, like Dr. Chen, were glad to
have helped take love to Tacloban, and they will
always remember their warm interactions with
the disaster victims.
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The
Welcome
Gush of
Water
By Tu Xin-yi

Compiled and translated
by Tang Yau-yang
Photos by Lin Yan-huang

Financially strapped, the
government of Zimbabwe was
unable to keep up its water
supply infrastructure. This
directly impacted the everyday
lives of the people and led to
poor sanitation and subsequent outbreaks of cholera and
typhoid fever.
A well with a plentiful
water supply not only helps
quench thirst, but it also keeps
people clean and fends off disease. People welcome the wonderful gush of water.
Tino Chu (in back) fills a bucket with water from the well at
his home. Water stoppages are common in Zimbabwe. Chu
is happy to help his neighbors out when that happens.

imbabwe endured eight and a half years
of devastating hyperinflation. In March
2009, the economy took an additional toll
when Finance Minister Tendai Laxton Biti
announced that the government, unable to maintain the value of the Zimbabwean dollar, was
abandoning its use altogether. “The death of the
Zimbabwe dollar is a reality we have to live
with,” he said during a March 18 budget presentation. “Since October 2008, our national currency has been moribund.”
As Zimbabwe took its own dollar out of circulation, it adopted the South African rand as a
reference currency. The rand and the United
States dollar were among the nation’s multiple
currencies in use at the time.
At the end of January 2013, another financial
crisis struck. After paying its employees, the
government of Zimbabwe had only 217 U.S. dollars left in its national coffers.
With the nation in such dire financial straits,
many public services were suspended. Signs of
disrepair and neglect abounded throughout the
nation. Roads cracked, and roadside grass and
weeds were left unmown and grew to human
height. The nation could not afford to buy electricity from its neighbors, so many Zimbabwean
citizens were left in the dark, some for as long as
half a year. Schools had no supplies; hospitals had
no medicine…. The list goes on and on.
But the most serious shortage of all, one that
touched the daily lives of people, was water.
Tino Chu (朱金財) is a Taiwanese businessman and Tzu Chi volunteer. On May 19, 2013,
at his home in Harare, the capital of Zimbabwe,
he turned on a faucet and was delighted to see
water coming out of it. “We’ve been without
water for three weeks now,” Chu said. “There’s
no telling how long we’ll have water this time
around. I count myself fortunate, though. Some
places haven’t had water service in several
years.”
He kept the water flowing and filled the containers that he had lined up. The expression
“save for a rainy day” could be amended to form
another expression more appropriate for the
occasion: “Save for a dry spell.”
Poor sanitation breeds disease
Chu attributed the water woes in the nation
to its on-going financial woes. The running
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water system was built 60 years ago, during the
colonial days, and long years of use and inadequate maintenance have resulted in a leaky system that caused “a drastic reduction of water
levels in reservoirs,” said Chu. “Even if there is
water, it needs to be purified. But where is the
money to buy the chemicals to purify it?”
The collapse of the water system led to a public health issue further exacerbated by the collapse of the urban sanitation and garbage collection systems. Untreated sewage escaped from
broken sewage pipes, some into open drains and
ditches, but there was no money to repair the
pipes. Additionally, the government was unable
to purchase gasoline and equipment for its sanitation departments to haul away garbage. All
these hygienic problems eventually led to a cholera outbreak that hit the nation in August 2008,
and eventually spread to Botswana, Mozambique,
South Africa, and Zambia.
As it turned out, the cholera outbreak hit the
nation at a particularly inopportune time—when
conditions were most ripe for it to spread fast
and wide. The hyperinflation in Zimbabwe had
shut down most public medical facilities because
of shortages in equipment and medications,
which in turn drove large numbers of unpaid
doctors and nurses out of the country to find
work. In addition, food shortages had kept more
than half of the population in need of food assistance, according to the World Food Programme.
The prolonged starvation had weakened people
and their capacity to fend off disease.
All this helped the cholera epidemic spread
like wildfire. As of May 30, 2009, nearly 99,000
suspected cases, including 4,276 deaths, had been
reported by the Ministry of Health and Child
Welfare of Zimbabwe. Fifty-five out of 62 districts
in all ten provinces had been affected since the
onset of the epidemic less than a year before.
“Once infected, a person could die very
quickly,” Chu said. “One person in a case that I
heard about died less than seven hours after the
symptoms first appeared.”
Chu said that the fastest way to stem the
spread of cholera was to provide people with
water purification pills. “But the government was
too poor to do that,” he lamented. Furthermore,
the embargo (imposed by the United States and
the European Union against the regime of
President Robert Mugabe) curtailed exports and
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we used a folk remedy to protect ourselves. We
bought 60 kilograms [130 pounds] of salt and
rubbed it on our bodies, socks and clothes. I even
used highly salty water to wash the truck, knowing full well how bad that would be for it. But I
didn’t know any better way to defend ourselves
against the germs. I only thought that salt could
make it harder for the germs to live.”

Scorched by the hot sun, crops in fields wither
before they have a chance to mature. Shortage of
water is a severe problem facing the nation of
Zimbabwe.

imports; water purification pills were consequently in very short supply. Even people who
had money were unable to get them.
Chu continued: “When I learned from my
sources that some pills donated by an NGO a
few years back were available for purchase—a
box of ten thousand pills could be had for over a
hundred American dollars—I ordered five boxes
without thinking.”
Many cholera patients were placed in a hospital in Harare to manage them centrally and to
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prevent further spread of the disease. However,
even that hospital did not have enough medicine, so neighboring villages were affected.
One day Chu took his truck, loaded with
more than 20 local friends and the 50,000 pills he
had purchased, and drove towards a village near
that hospital. “In the distance, we saw the hospital surrounded by a wooden fence. The fence
itself was draped in white canvas. That unusual
sight quickly spooked those in the truck.”
Chu stopped the truck about a hundred meters
(330 feet) from the fence—the closest they dared
get to the hospital. Then they got off the truck and
distributed the pills to local villagers.
“We’d be lying if we said we weren’t scared,”
Chu said with a smile. “After the distribution,

Dirty water still
Often during the dry season, which runs from
April to November, not a drop of precipitation
falls. Though the scorching sun evaporates what
little moisture there is on the surface of the
ground, underground water remains quite plentiful. Such water is also free of industrial pollution.
Why does the nation not tap that source of water?
Chu replied, “Where’s the money?”
Finding underground water and drilling
wells is not difficult. The challenge lies in building wells that can give clean water steadily over
a long period of time.
William Duncan, a resident in Epworth,
southeastern Harare, dug a well beside his
house. “We dig our wells by hand,” he pointed
out. “After we reach water, we can continue to
dig no deeper than two meters [6.5 feet], because
the gushing water forces us to stop. We don’t
have pumps [to keep the digging area dry
enough for workers].”
The wells that local people dig this way are
not very useful. Duncan explained that they do
not have money to buy bricks and cement to
build walls for the wells. Without a wall to help
filter out mud and other foreign objects, the
quality of the water in a well is poor. This water
should be boiled before drinking, but that takes
too much firewood. There is no money for water
purification tablets either.
Duncan added that they usually just let the
cloudy water they get out of a well sit a few
hours to settle. Then they scoop the cleaner
water off the top, run that water through a
white cloth to filter it a bit more, and then drink
it directly.
Although this method does not produce good
drinking water, the situation can actually get
worse. The wells, being so shallow, dry out in
the dry season, and people are forced to seek out
water in ditches. In these cases, the quality of
drinking water goes from bad to worse.

The unsafe water purification practices were
like a standing invitation for another epidemic.
It was only a matter of time before one broke
out. And it did, in October 2011, when the first
cases of typhoid fever were reported.
An international team was invited to help the
government investigate the situation. The team,
working with government officials, tested water
samples from seven shallow wells, six public
boreholes, and three municipal taps in
Dzivaresekwa, a high-density suburb of Harare.
Samples from all seven shallow wells and two of
the six boreholes yielded E. coli, an indicator of
fecal contamination. All of the municipal taps
tested negative for E. coli.
By May 2, 2012, 4,185 suspected cases of
typhoid fever had been identified in Harare.
Upon learning of the outbreak, Chu began
applying for permission from concerned authorities to distribute water treatment drops in
afflicted areas. But a few days later, he learned
from his daughter-in-law that his own oldest son
had contracted the disease, too.
Chu explained that his son did not drink
dirty water like folks in the countryside did. The
fact that even he got infected showed how bad
the situation was. Chu rushed his son to a hospital emergency room, but it still took doctors
three weeks to cure him.
During that time Chu frequently went to the
hospital to visit his son, and he was also busy
buying water treatment drops. When he had
finally amassed the quantity he wanted, he
couldn’t wait to call the black volunteers he
knew—even though it was four o’clock in the
morning.
Time was of the utmost essence. “I was really
anxious to get moving on the distribution,” Chu
recalled. “If I didn’t hurry up, the delay might
allow some country folks to get infected. If they
fell victim to the disease, they wouldn’t be as
lucky as my son, because they wouldn’t have the
money to receive treatment.”
The black volunteers shared his sense of
urgency. His early morning calls mobilized 180
volunteers. They assembled at six, and Chu
divided them into six teams. They knocked on
one door after another in Epworth, giving out
water treatment drops. They worked nonstop,
without even stopping for meals, until five in
the evening.
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The next morning, they met again to repeat
the process, which only came to an end after
three weeks of work. In all, Chu and his cohort
gave out 35,000 bottles of water treatment
drops, one for each family. Assuming four persons to a family, their effort touched the lives
of 140,000 persons.
A better way to help
Water shortages contributed to the cholera
epidemic in 2008 and the typhoid fever outbreak
in 2012. Chu tried water purification pills and
drops, but he knew that neither could last very
long for those who had them. People would
become vulnerable as soon as the pills or drops
ran out, and the water shortage problem would
still persist. Nobody can live without water.
“I had helped needy people in Epworth for
a long time,” Chu recalled. “Even the water
Zimbabwe is blessed with abundant underground
water. However, not every family can afford to
build a well to tap into that resource. Those who
can afford to do so often cultivate a vegetable
garden close by to help with their family finances.
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treatment drops were distributed there. So I
thought about drilling and giving them a well,
one that would be well-equipped and provide
clean water.”
Chu knew that no company in the nation
manufactured well-drilling equipment, so he
would be dealing with imports and the few professionals in the nation who had imported such
equipment.
The service of one such professional contractor to drill a 40-meter (130-foot) well would cost
US$5,000–6,000 for labor and the use of the
equipment. But that wouldn’t be the only cost—
the well owner himself would need to provide
600 liters (160 gallons) of engine fuel to run the
equipment.
In the face of a life and death situation, the
cost, even such a high cost, was a minor consideration. Chu decided to build a good well for the
residents of Epworth, one that would give abundant water, one that would keep giving water
even in the dry season.
But where should such a well be situated? “We
used an old-fashioned way to find the ideal spot
for it,” Chu explained. “Put a one-liter [one-quart]

glass bottle on the palm of your hand. Fill it with
clean water. Walk slowly and observe the water in
the bottle. If there’s water underground, the water
in the bottle will shake. The more the water stirs,
the more water lies underground.”
He went on: “When you’ve found the spot,
walk crosswise and repeat the process. Find the
meeting point, and that will be where the underground water is the most abundant.” It took
them two days to locate such a spot. Then it was
time to talk to the landowner. “The owner was
of course delighted, and he quickly agreed to
give us the use of the land,” Chu said. “But I
needed it in writing.”
He got three trusted elders in the community
to witness the occasion where the owner promised to allow all people, whether he liked or
loathed them, to fetch water from the well. When
everything was in order, the drilling began. That
was in September 2012.
The news greatly cheered up the residents of
Epworth, and crowds flocked to the site to help.
“We hit water after digging five meters [16.5 feet],
so we started running the water pump nonstop.
That enabled us to continue to dig deeper without causing the well to collapse,” Chu said.
Local residents, 40 to a team, worked nonstop
in turns, day and night. They pumped water,
and they dug and dug. They also laid bricks and
mortar and built an inside wall for the well. The
project lasted eight days. Finally, the well was
deep enough.
“When the well was completed, I wouldn’t
let them fetch water at first because the water
coming out of the well was still dirty,” Chu
explained. “We continued to pump until the
water changed from gray to clear, which showed
it was safe to use.”
But the crowd could not wait. Anxious and
excited villagers got their buckets and lined up
at the wellhead. There was quite a stir when
they were finally allowed to fetch water. “To
prevent people from getting back in line after
they had already fetched water once, the crowd
agreed to a rule that when someone had gotten
water, they had to stay on the scene,” Chu
recalled. “Nobody was to leave the site, and
only after everybody had gotten water could
anyone leave for home.”
He knew all too well why they did so. “Their
fear stemmed from having been burned so badly

for so long before,” he rationalized for them.
“But now they’re no longer afraid of not being
able to get water. This well, 1.5 meters [4.92 feet]
across, has never let them down—no matter how
many people come to fetch water.”
Building a well in Zimbabwe is a sizable
undertaking. It is something that requires the
cooperation of lots of people, including landowners and community volunteer helpers.
Despite the effort needed, Chu realized how precious water was. Thus, as he drove from place to
place helping the needy, he continued to look
out for communities that needed wells. He has
since had several wells built.
He himself has a well at home. He pumps
water from the well—about a thousand liters
(264 gallons) each time—and he drives his truck
around and distributes it to people who need it.
He said that the well at his home has helped a
lot of people.
Only four days after the resumption of
municipal water service on May 19 in Chu’s
neighborhood, the water was turned off again.
His neighbors lined up outside his home late
that afternoon, each with as many empty buckets or containers as they could manage. At exactly five o’clock, a gardener pulled open the heavy
iron gate and walked out with a hose in hand.
He filled each waiting container and bucket with
clean water.
The municipal water service was unavailable
for several days, so this service at Chu’s house
continued for each of those days. About a hundred people a day came for water.
“I give people as much water as they wish.
Two hundred liters [53 gallons], if they like—as
long as they can carry it home,” Chu remarked.
“What’s miraculous is that my well has never
run dry.”
Just stop taking in any liquid for a few hours
and you’ll get a better appreciation of how beneficial it is to give people water to drink. It is
truly saving lives. However, Chu is humble
about his benevolent deeds, and he is quick to
give credit where credit is due.
“This well at my home was here when I
moved in. I’ve always thought that it’s a well
from the bodhisattvas. Giving water to people is
what the bodhisattvas want to do.”
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Use Time as Your Spiritual
Cultivation Ground
By Dharma Master Cheng Yen
Translated by Teresa Chang

M

This article is excerpted from a series of speeches delivered
by Master Cheng Yen from January 1 to 20, 2014.
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many resources in the world and ultimately
cause damage to the Earth. We must remember
that while time can be used to sow blessings, it
can also be used to accumulate bad karma. Our
mindset determines whether we do good or do
bad. Let us open our minds’ eyes to thoroughly
perceive the Four Noble Truths—Suffering, the
Cause of Suffering, the Cessation of Suffering,
and the Path leading to this emancipation—and
realize that our cravings only lead to negative
karma and suffering. Let us turn our endless
desire into a loving heart that
finds joy in giving, and do what
we can to help others.
When we listen to the
Dharma [the Buddha’s teachings] and take it to heart, our
wisdom grows and the ignorance and afflictions in our
minds decrease. To help other
people benefit from the
Dharma too, we should share
it with them. Only then will
our path to enlightenment be
more meaningful.
chen you-peng

y first thought when I wake up each
morning is always one of thankfulness.
I am thankful that I have passed another day safe and sound, and that I can still freely
move my hands and feet. Then I tell myself I must
put this brand-new day to the best use.
Time flies, and we all age with it. Young children grow to be adults, and adults grow to be old
people. Such is the immutable cycle of nature. As
we grow older, our energy declines and our bodily functions weaken. Referring to this, the Great
Conduct Bodhis attva says,
“With another day gone, our
lives become shorter. We’re like
fish in a pond with diminishing
water. What joy is there in this?”
He urges us to bear life’s impermanence in mind and make the
best use of our time.
While our physical life slips
away second by second, our
wisdom-life can grow with the
passing time. With time, we can
accomplish many things. We
must constantly remind ourselves that it is rare in the cycle
of reincarnation to be born as a
human and to learn Buddhism.
Since we’re fortunate to have both, we should live
every second with pious sincerity and vigilant
care, stride on the Bodhisattva Path, and never let
our time pass in vain. Let us treat time as our
spiritual cultivation ground and make the most
of every second to grow in wisdom.
Instead of making good use of their short time
here in this world, many people spend their lives
pursuing pleasures and indulging in consumerism. To satisfy their endless desires, they use

Live out the Dharma
Tzu Chi conducts blessing
ceremonies at the end of every Chinese lunar
year. This year, over 100,000 people attended 53
such ceremonies held around Taiwan. Though
the weather was very cold, my heart was
warmed seeing so many people attending the
ceremonies in such unity and order.
I heard many heartwarming stories as I traveled around to this year’s blessing ceremonies. I
heard one of them in Yilan County, northern
Taiwan. Chen A-cong (陳阿欉), a resident of Daxi,
Yilan, was close to 80 years old. He said that he’d
been in the fish business all his life and had
earned a lot of money from it. The first floor of his

Tzu Chi volunteers put on a sutra presentation at a year-end blessing ceremony.

house even served as a small fish factory. However,
he knew that he couldn’t keep the money he made
forever. He also didn’t want to continue making
money off fish anymore—he’d learned the importance of protecting life and Nature when he was
introduced to Tzu Chi. That was why he agreed
when his three daughters proposed using the first
floor of his house to do good. At their suggestion,
he turned that space into a Tzu Chi recycling station, and then as a gathering place for local volunteers. He has not only offered his house to be used
as a place to inspire more people in the local community to give, but he himself, despite his
advanced age, has also started training to be a certified Tzu Chi volunteer and pledged to do good
in the spirit of a bodhisattva.
I saw newly certified volunteers at our blessing ceremonies putting on sutra presentations
on stage while senior volunteers in the audience
sang and gestured along in unison. I was deeply
moved as I watched their synchronized movements and listened to their resonant singing.
Such unity and harmony showed how everyone
had listened to my teachings and taken them
deeply to heart.

I hope that the hearts of all Tzu Chi volunteers are equally unified and that their minds are
tranquil, free of the clutter of ignorance and delusions. I sincerely hope that everyone embraces
correct beliefs and thoughts and puts their compassion into action by relieving less fortunate
people from suffering.
I always encourage every certified Tzu Chi
commissioner and Tzu Cheng Faith Corps member to emulate the Buddha’s heart and carry out
my mission as their own. What is the Buddha’s
heart? The Buddha said, “The mind, the Buddha,
and living beings—there is no difference among
these three.” Every one of us has the same purity
of heart and compassion as the Buddha. When we
tap into that inner goodness and contribute to the
welfare of mankind, we’ll help many people.
When we truly take in the Buddha’s teachings and live them out, we’ll be able to inspire
many people to join us in doing good. I hope
every Tzu Chi office and gathering place serves
as a very good spiritual cultivation ground
where our volunteers, with the utmost sincerity,
work to bring out the love in people and inspire
them to walk on the Bodhisattva Path.
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Spreading love
Over 5,000 people in Taiwan were certified as
Tzu Chi volunteers during our year-end blessing ceremonies this year. They all vowed to emulate the compassion of the bodhisattvas and to
give of themselves to make the world better. I
admire their commitment, and in them I see the
beauty and kindness of Taiwan.
Bodhisattvas embrace all human beings, and
they never discriminate against anyone when
providing aid. As soon as they hear calls for help,
they go to the aid of the people in distress—regardless of their skin color, race, or nationality.
When a disaster occurs, our volunteers pay their
own way to go on relief missions to help those
stricken, whether in their own country or abroad.
Rendering help in a disaster area can be hard
work, but our volunteers never complain of being
tired. Instead, they express gratitude for having
the opportunity to give to the victims. I often hear
our volunteers in Taiwan unanimously voice the
same sentiments after witnessing suffering in a
foreign land: “Taiwan is a very blessed place. We

should count our blessings and be thankful that
we have the ability to help others.”
The world would be a blissful Pure Land if
the people in it loved each other more, if peace
prevailed, and if all living creatures could coexist in harmony. However, we see conflicts erupting in many parts of the world because the
minds of a small number of people are out of
balance. Their selfish desires lead them to clash
with others, eventually resulting in devastating
wars or conflicts that take heavy tolls in human
lives and lay waste to countless homes. Those
areas are thus turned into hells on Earth.
Unbalanced minds are actually more worrisome than the imbalance of the Four Elements of
Earth, Water, Fire and Wind, which gives rise to
natural disasters. When a natural disaster strikes,
the impacted area will eventually be rebuilt and
the victims’ lives return to normal, as long as people pool together their love and help those who
are afflicted. However, it is often very difficult to
heal people’s traumatized minds or resolve conflicts or wars when people’s unhealthy mindsets

Chen Chiou Hwa (陳秋華), head of the Jordan Tzu Chi branch, helps a Syrian refugee carry some
clothes at a Tzu Chi aid distribution. Since a civil war broke out in Syria in 2011, Tzu Chi volunteers
have been providing aid to people who have fled to Jordan.
hsiao yiu-hwa
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lead to tragic man-made disasters.
Syria is an example. The civil war in that country has been raging for three years now. Each day,
more and more people lose beloved family members to the conflict. In order to stay alive, countless
Syrians have abandoned their homes and fled to
other countries. Sadly, the road to safety has also
been full of bloodshed, as some have been shot
before they reached a neighboring country that
would shelter them. Even those who were lucky
enough to reach safety sometimes sustained injuries and had to have limbs amputated. Even if
they escaped unscathed, some of them have had
to endure the pain and torture of being separated
from or losing their loved ones. What torment
they must have to endure.
Lily Ramin is a Tzu Chi commissioner from
Jordan. She shared with me the sad story of one
Syrian refugee. A woman who was about to give
birth fled from Syria with her husband and children. Unfortunately, her husband and kids were
killed before they reached safety. The woman herself was full of bullet fragments when she reached
the border of Lebanon. Doctors tried to save her
life but failed. Nevertheless, they succeeded in
delivering the baby via cesarean section. Later,
one of the doctors gave the baby to a friend of his
who had been married for over ten years but had
no child. That friend was Lily’s son-in-law. Lily
thus became the baby’s grandmother.
Over the past two years, Tzu Chi has been
shipping clothes and daily supplies from Taiwan
to Jordan to help local impoverished people and
Syrian refugees. Among the shipped goods were
baby shoes made by nuns at our Jing Si Abode.
The first pair of shoes Lily put on her grandchild
came from our Abode.
Lily’s father was from Armenia. Born in
Palestine, Lily originally lived in West Jerusalem
but later moved to East Jerusalem. In 1969, the SixDay War between Israel, Egypt, Jordan and Syria
broke out, and East Jerusalem, which had been
captured and annexed by Jordan after the 1948
Arab-Israeli War, was captured by Israel. The
place where Lily used to live thus became a foreign country to her and she needed a visa to visit
it. Lily said that because her father was an Arme
nian refugee and she herself a Palestinian refugee,
she can empathize with the Syrian refugees in
Jordan. That’s why she has been able to sympathetically render long-term care to them along
with other Tzu Chi volunteers in Jordan.
Our volunteers in Jordan have been able to
give love and material aid to needy people and

Syrian refugees because of the emotional and
material support from Taiwan, where Tzu Chi
originated. The volunteers took the ideals of our
foundation to Jordan, and they have lived them
out by reaching out to the less fortunate there.
Although Taiwan is small in area, its love and
kindness know no bounds and have been rippling far and wide.
Tzu Chi will soon celebrate its 48th anniversary. Our volunteers have been spreading love
around the world for nearly half a century,
regardless of national borders, religions or races.
In addition to aiding the poor and needy, they
also work to bring out the Great Love intrinsic in
people. They know that when everyone puts
their love into action, the suffering in the world
will be alleviated. I hope we continue to put
forth our best effort to help make the world a
better place to live.
Learning and cultivating ourselves in society
Christopher Yang (楊凱丞), whose Dharma
name is Cheng Yuan (誠愿), is an 11-year-old
Tzu Chi volunteer born in the United States. He
shared on his blog what he had learned from
visiting an observatory high up on a mountain
with his family.
In his blog he drew a mountain and a path
leading to the summit, with a helicopter next to it.
He compared the summit to people’s pure innate
nature, also known as the buddha-nature, and the
path to the Bodhisattva Path. He also likened the
helicopter to people’s desire to get to the top as
soon as possible. He wrote: “The Master tells us
that wisdom only comes from experience. If you
take a helicopter to the top, you will not be able to
see the scenery along the way. The scenery can be
likened to what you experience on the Bodhisattva
Path. Without that life experience, without personally going through it all, you cannot learn and
grow in wisdom. True wisdom can only be
attained when we take one solid step after another
on the Bodhisattva Path, learn from the good
examples we encounter, and refrain from repeating the mistakes of the bad examples. In other
words, reaching the summit by helicopter is not a
solid experience because one does not go through
the most important part of walking the Bodhisattva
Path, of going amongst the people to learn from
them and cultivate oneself.”
Cheng Yuan means that a spiritual practitioner must enter into society and get close to all
kinds of people to gain solid spiritual training.
Only when people do that will their commitSpring 2014
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Every one of us has wisdom and love commensurate with that possessed by the Buddha. We must
look after our mind and emulate the heart of the
Buddha by putting our love into action.

ment to follow the Buddha’s way remain firm;
only when they do that will they be able to help
themselves and others attain enlightenment.
It is truly impressive for an eleven-year-old
to have such a deep realization. This goes to
show that everyone has the same buddha-nature
as the Buddha and that regardless of one’s age,
regardless of whether one is an ordinary person
or an enlightened being, we all have inner purity
and wisdom commensurate with that possessed
by the Enlightened One.
Every one of us has an inherent good nature,
but that nature can be easily clouded by the bad
karma we create and by the ignorance and delusions we accumulate through every unwholesome thought, word or action. On top of that, we
all bring to this life the karma we created in our
previous lives. Thus we tend to become deluded
and get caught up in negative thinking, with the
result that our minds are beleaguered by all sorts
of afflictions.
We live in a world full of suffering, some of
which arises from illness, and some from the
constantly changing circumstances in the world
and the impermanence of life. But as long as we
can come to a true realization of the Four Noble
Truths, we’ll be able to let go of all painful attachments and attain peace of mind. Furthermore,
we need to realize that everything is due to the
karmic law of cause and effect. When we realize
that, we’ll learn to live every second with vigilant care and pious sincerity and prevent ourselves from sowing seeds of bad karma.
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Keep in mind that the best place for self-cultivation is amongst people. Exposure to different
circumstances helps us reflect on ourselves, and
giving love to others helps us grow. When we
give love to the suffering, we must also love ourselves—by cherishing our wisdom-life and persisting in the right direction. If we don’t do so,
we will become lost in afflictions and wrong
thoughts, and our life will pass in vain.
Guo Jin-chun (郭金春) is a Tzu Chi volunteer
who lives in Taichung, central Taiwan. He used
to be a heavy drinker and smoker. He often got
so drunk that he’d fall unconscious on the roadside. He also often lost his temper at his family
without any reason. Sometimes he even became
violent towards them. During his rages, he broke
several television sets by throwing them on the
floor. When his wife tried to talk him out of
drinking, he brandished a knife and threatened
to kill her.
Fortunately, three years ago, a light shone into
his life. He was introduced to Tzu Chi and began
volunteering at a recycling station. He got up
very early every morning to listen to my Dharma
talks. The positive influence he was exposed to
finally made him decide to quit drinking.
However, quitting alcohol was as hard for him as
breaking a drug addiction. When the urge to
drink came, he would bite on empty wine bottles
to resist it. He broke two teeth as a result.
I asked him why he didn’t have his teeth
fixed. He said he wanted to use them as a
reminder of what a huge effort it was to finally
give up drinking. He wanted to keep himself
from going back to the wrong path. He is truly
reborn now. As he sincerely repented of his past
wrongdoings, he pledged to adhere to the
Bodhisattva Path and be a positive influence in
the lives of others too.
His example shows that when you take in the
Buddha’s teachings and seize the time to apply
them in your daily life, you will stop afflictions
and delusions from arising and multiplying. You
will eventually change your life for the better
and give rise to countless seeds of goodness.
None of us can take our wealth with us when
we depart from this world. The only thing that
will follow us is our karma. The value of life
does not lie in how much wealth we accumulate
or how high a social status we attain, but in the
contributions we make to mankind. I hope
everyone will put their kind thoughts into action
and gain peace of mind by giving to others. Let
us be ever more mindful.

Clean Teeth for the Helpless
By Zhang Li-yu, Yuan Shu-zhen, Lin Nai-zhen,
Xu Yu-hua, and Zhang Mei-rong
Translated by Tang Yau-yang
Photos by Li Wen-shan

Patients lingering in persistent vegetative states are trapped helpless in paralyzed bodies, and
they must rely on others to take care of their every need. They even need someone to brush their
teeth. Like everyone else, they must have their teeth regularly cleaned by a dentist to avoid a
build-up of plaque.
Members of the Tzu Chi International Medical Association regularly visit nursing homes run
by the Genesis Social Welfare Foundation. There they offer free teeth cleaning services to improve
the oral hygiene of incapacitated residents.
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atients in a persistent or permanent vegetative state suffer from severe brain damage,
exhibiting partial arousal but little to no
awareness. They are not comatose, but like those
in a coma, they must rely on others to take care of
their every need, from turning in bed to taking in
nourishment. Although they can no longer interact with the world normally, all their physiological needs remain the same. For instance, their
teeth, if not cleaned properly, experience a buildup of plaque just as much as those of any ablebodied person.
But transporting these patients to dental clinics poses immense practical challenges. Therefore,
members of the Tzu Chi International Medical
Association (TIMA) regularly visit and clean the
teeth of such patients in nursing homes operated
by the Genesis Social Welfare Foundation. These
homes, located in the central Taiwanese areas of
Miaoli, Taichung, and Caotun, take care of people in vegetative or near-vegetative states.
Early one Sunday morning, the multipurpose room at the Genesis Foundation’s nursing
home in Miaoli was a busy place, as TIMA
medical professionals and volunteers were
cleaning teeth for resident patients. Nursing
home staff and Tzu Chi volunteers bustled
around. When the service for one patient was
completed, the bed was wheeled back to the
patient’s room and another bed was rolled into
the vacated spot so that another resident could
receive treatment. Other beds were waiting in
the wings, so the volunteers were kept busy.
The sound of dental cleaning instruments and
suction devices filled the air.
Dental treatment ranks high on the list of
things that unnerve people, and that was also
true for the residents of the nursing home. The
patients were understandably uneasy or downright scared. So in addition to the dentists, volunteers worked with the patients to soothe them.
Some held the suction device in place to remove
water, plaque, and blood from the patient’s mouth
during the cleaning process. Others held a light at
the right place and right angle so the dentist could
clearly see his or her target.
Li Jiu-lin (李玖霖) was an 11th grader at
Miaoli Senior High School. This was the first
time he had volunteered at a Tzu Chi teeth cleaning service. His father, Li Dong-ji (李東吉), had
invited him along. The father and son worked
with the same dentist, one holding a suction
tube and the other an overhead light, so the dentist could concentrate on the cleaning.
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“The light isn’t heavy, but my heart is [from
witnessing people in a vegetative state],” the
teenager said. More experienced Tzu Chi volunteers occasionally needed to remind him to
adjust the light to zero in on the area that the
dentist was working on.
Probably out of fear of pain, one patient,
A-zhong, turned his face away from the dentist
to avoid the treatment. The volunteers on either
side of him soothed him and persuaded him to
cooperate with the dentist, who had had to
adjust his own position and angle every which
way to get a clear view of the inside of
A-zhong’s mouth.
A female patient, new to the home, panicked
and shook her head unceasingly when a caregiver at the nursing home tried to put a suction tube
into her mouth. Tears rolling down her face, she
simply would not open her mouth. Zeng Mianmei (曾綿美), the director of the nursing home,
stood beside her and said to her, “It’s all right.
Don’t cry. It’ll be over in just a moment.”
Meanwhile, Dr. Huang Xiang-xun (黃祥勛)
gently rubbed her face with his own hands to relax
her muscles. After a while, she finally opened her
mouth. “Great job!” everyone said to her. Jumping
at the opportunity, Dr. Huang began to work carefully and thoroughly on her teeth.

After serving these patients for some time,
Dr. Li moved to eastern Taiwan to work at
Hualien Tzu Chi Hospital. Before leaving,
though, he took his successor, Dr. Huang Shuxian (黃淑賢), to patient rooms at the nursing
home. He explained to her in great detail the
medical history of each resident and their idiosyncrasies so that she would have an easier time
taking over their care.
Before starting each session, Dr. Huang works
with the home’s caregivers to relax the patient.
“Look, the neck feels tense here,” she pointed
out to one caregiver. “Massage harder. Good,
just like that.” It has been more than a year since
she took over from Dr. Li, and she has become
quite at ease with the job.
“They can’t express themselves [freely], so we
need to put ourselves in their shoes,” Huang said
of the residents. “When we’re healthy and ablebodied, we should make the best use of every
moment to serve. Don’t let time slip by you!”
Volunteer You Shu-zhen (游淑貞) is in charge
of sterilizing the instruments. She’s done this
since 2012, and she knows she is performing a
meaningful task for patients in vegetative states.
Used instruments are taken back to Taichung
Tzu Chi Hospital, where they are first washed

with detergent, sterilized with ultrasound, and
then soaked in disinfecting solution. When they
have dried, they are sealed until the next teeth
cleaning service.
Were it not for their condition, some of the
patients would be in their best, most productive
years. But sadly, their conditions have left them
with little self-control. The sight of these patients
makes the volunteers’ hearts go out to them.
There are signs hanging from the bed frames
at the foot of patients’ beds: “Please talk to me,”
“Please gently pat my back to help me relax,” “I
enjoy listening to music,” and “Please read the
newspaper to me.” These signs are considerate
gestures by the nursing home staff to help visitors interact with the residents.
Yan Yin-fen (顏吟芬) has been a nurse at the
home for six years. When she first started working there, she saw veteran nurses talking to these
seemingly unresponsive patients and wondered
why they did that. “Now, I know how to better
care for the residents, and I talk to them too,”
Yan said.
A volunteer works with sterilized instruments for
teeth cleaning sessions. Each patient has his or
her own dedicated set of instruments.

The event
Cleaning teeth for the residents of the nursing home in Miaoli first started in May 2011.
Since then, TIMA members in central Taiwan
have gone there on the third Sunday of every
other month, working on over 30 residents each
time. Cleaning one patient’s teeth requires the
help of five or six volunteers.
Huang Ru-mai (黃如邁), a nurse at the home,
pointed out that it was difficult for residents to
get dental treatment at most regular clinics. She
was so touched to see Tzu Chi volunteers coo to
the patients as if they were small children and
dentists carefully care for their teeth that she
gave up her days off to join volunteers when
they came on-site to clean teeth.
In the process of cleaning teeth for nursing
home residents, Dr. Li Yi-bang (李彝邦) realized
that he needed a custom-made suction device.
He eventually made one himself. He adapted a
vacuum machine for this purpose. His contraption, though still as loud as a vacuum machine,
does a fine job of removing the mixture of saliva,
blood, and loosened mineralized plaque before a
patient can swallow it.
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xu zai-fu

Walking Tall
By Huang Xiu-hua

Translated by Tang Yau-yang

For more than half of his 31 years, Yang Xiaodong was quite literally folded in half, fixed in a
posture unthinkable for ordinary people. He could not lie flat or stand straight; his chin was nearly pressed to his knees. He was so ashamed of his unusual appearance that he avoided any human
contact. He shut the world out and lived in isolation at home. His biggest wish was something
most people take for granted every day: to be able to lie flat in bed, with his head, shoulders, buttocks, and heels resting on his bed at the same time.
Five operations later, he walked with his head held as high as his spirits, out of the hospital
into a world that seemed brighter than ever before.
tang shaosong

Volunteers wheel a patient back to his room.
Since TIMA members started this teeth cleaning
service for nursing home residents, the residents’
bad breath has greatly improved.

She pointed out that people in vegetative
states are, contrary to popular belief, not entirely
deprived of their senses. Interacting with them—
such as singing to them or turning them over in
bed—especially over a long period of time, might
elicit some reaction from them. Some of them
even cry or laugh. It is such minuscule and sometimes almost imperceptible patient reactions that
give Yan a sense of on-the-job achievement.
One of the interactions that nurses have with
their patients is brushing their teeth, but their
efforts to maintain patients’ oral hygiene produced unsatisfactory results. One indicator was
persistent bad breath among patients. “We’ve
seen vast improvements in their breath ever
since Tzu Chi volunteers started coming here to
clean their teeth,” Yan marveled. “Now their
teeth are cleaner and much easier for us to care
for. I’m most grateful to the TIMA dentists.”
She is my family
Every Sunday, Mr. Lu takes a bus from Toufen
to Zhunan, where he hops on a train to Miaoli.
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He makes this journey to see his wife, who has
been a resident at the nursing home for a long
time. The passing of time has not reduced his
love for her.
“I once took her home, but I did a poor job of
suctioning phlegm for her and she kept coughing. In the end, I had to bring her back here,” Lu
said. “Now, I call every night and chat with the
nurse here to check on her condition.” He is
grateful to the Genesis Social Welfare Foundation
for taking care of his wife so he can work.
On this day, after Lu’s wife had had her
teeth cleaned, Lu and volunteers pushed her
bed back to her room. She kept looking back at
him, and she slowly moved her hand to the
edge of the bed. Lu smiled and said, “She’s in a
very good mood now, and she wants me to hold
her hand.”
After all the teeth cleaning had been done
and all the patients had been wheeled back to
their rooms, the volunteers cleaned up the multipurpose room and got ready to return to
Taichung. They had just completed another
journey of abundant love. They knew that there
was a distressed family behind each person in
a vegetative state, so they would go back in
another two months to help ease a little more
of their suffering.

Yang Xiaodong, walking sticks in hand, arrived back home in Xiamen on October 30, 2013. No longer
disfigured, he was a changed man after surgery in Taiwan.
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T

o imagine what Yang Xiaodong (楊曉東),
31, looked like just a few months ago,
think of a taco shell or an apple turnover.
Such comparisons are hard to believe, but they
are true: He was literally folded in half at the
waist, bent forward more than 200 degrees. His
chin nearly touched his knees.
Xiaodong and his family lived in Xiamen,
Fujian Province, southeastern China. For 17
years, he refused to see other people, not even
his friends. He hid himself in his home, in his
room; he only allowed his family to see him.
When he shut the door of his room, he also shut
his heart in.
Although his chin was near his knees, his
eyes were always alert. He was constantly on the
lookout for other people approaching him. If
people got too close, he would bury his head
deeper between his knees. He preferred to pass
his days like this, closed off in his self-imposed
cocoon, than let others see the sorry shape that
he was in on the outside—and the fragile state
that he was in on the inside.
All this hurt his mother, Zhu Jinchai (朱金釵),
more than anybody else. She had supported her
whole family ever since her husband’s business
failed. Then he died, leaving her alone to raise
their children. She worked and worked just to
keep up with expenses. Seeing Xiaodong cut himself off from others only added to the heaviness
of her heart. She was tired. She saw no hope.
That only began to change when Tzu Chi volunteers knocked on their door in May 2013.
Light and hope finally peeked into the house.

zeng mei-ling

A long decline
In 1994, Xiaodong was an active sixth grader.
He was 12 years old, and his brother three years
older. One day when the boys were fishing at a
pond, Xiaodong cut his foot on a piece of broken
glass. His mother hurried him to a “barefoot doctor” (usually a local farmer who receives basic
medical training), and he stopped the bleeding.
Soon after, Xiaodong began feeling pain in his
knees. They went back to the doctor, but he told
them that the pain had nothing to do with the
cut. He said that it was nerve pain and diagnosed
the boy with rheumatoid arthritis. The Yangs had
never heard of that condition before.
Xiaodong’s parents began taking him to one
place after another for treatment—based on
well-meaning but perhaps ill-advised recommendations from neighbors.
They first went to Quanzhou, three hours by
car from their home. Several hundred renminbi
provided the family with 20 packets of herbal
medicine. Jinchai simmered the herbs every day
and administered the concoction to Xiaodong.
The prescription worked at first, but then it
gradually lost efficacy. Xiaodong’s symptoms
worsened with time.
The family later moved to a rented apartment in Maxiang Township, two hours’ drive
away, so that Xiaodong’s father could more easily take care of his construction supply business. Xiaodong attended a junior high school
about 1.5 miles from their apartment. He rode a
bike to and from school every day. It took him
just 20 minutes for the round trip. The ride itself
was not too much of a problem, but he needed to carry the
bike down six flights of stairs
from their apartment in the
morning and back up the six
flights in the afternoon. That
was quite a challenge for his
weakening knees.
Though his parents continued to take him to doctors, his
condition deteriorated. Neither
Chinese herbal medicine nor
Western medicine did him
much good. His legs and sciatic
Xiaodong used to cut himself off
from others. After he realized
that Tzu Chi volunteers really
wanted to help him, he gradually
became more receptive of them.
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nerves hurt frequently, and his temper flared
when his nerves flared. Bad weather intensified
his pain. Even the slightest touch on a sensitive
sore spot would send him jumping from a chair.
As his disease progressed, he began having
trouble standing erect. By the time he entered
eighth grade, he had resorted to crawling to get
around. He attended school intermittently during this time, and when he did go, his schoolmates ridiculed him for his unusual-looking
posture. Though the schoolmates might have
meant no real harm, their behavior caused great
pain for Xiaodong. After all, he was just a young
teen, a stage in life where peer acceptance is
more important than anything else. He ended
up taking a prolonged leave of absence from
school to avoid being seen and humiliated.
Spared from schoolwork, the young boy started shutting himself up tightly inside his room. He
even refused to let his best friend from school into
his room when he came to see him. After the
friend had left, he told his mother, “If anyone
comes to see me, just tell them that I’ve died.”
“Many people have lost their legs, but they
still bravely go out into the world,” his parents
said to him. “How about we buy you a wheelchair to help you move around?” But he refused.
They tried time and again to persuade him, but
their efforts were to no avail. He continued to
shut others out of his isolated world. In the end,
he allowed only his family in to see him.
More setbacks
Locked in his room, Xiaodong had all the
time in the world to kill. A computer that his
brother had set up for him became his constant
companion. His face near his knees, he would sit
in a chair and play games or mahjong with others online. Sometimes he made online purchases
for his family.
In this way he passed day after day, week
after week. Months grew to years. He refused to
leave his room for meals, or even to use the bathroom. His mother took his meals into his room
and took out his waste in a bucket every day. All
the while, his deformity worsened. His body
ached and curled more and more severely.
Xiaodong was not the only one in the family
going downhill. His father’s business greatly
declined as well, so his mother had to become
the main breadwinner of the house. She worked
in a hospital as a cleaning lady.
The business setbacks and the fact that his
son had been sick for so long with little hope of

recovery dealt a severe blow to the senior Yang.
He became mentally unstable and took to wandering about. Many times he was found in some
obscure small village, and once he ended up in
downtown Xiamen, very far from home. He had
been missing for a while when the police notified Jinchai of his whereabouts. She hurried over
to claim him. Her heart almost broke when she
saw that her husband was wearing only underwear—it was near Chinese New Year, in the
middle of winter. She was also shocked at how
skinny he had become.
She took him home and cared for him, but he
passed away in less than a year, in 2008. Jinchai
and her sons moved back to their original village. Their old family house had collapsed, so
they lived in a deserted elementary school.
With her husband gone, Jinchai told herself
that she had to be strong. But six months later,
her older son was struck with misfortune, too.
He was hit two separate times as he was ferrying paying customers to their destinations on his
motorcycle. He suffered a broken left leg, but the
family had no money to treat it. The wound
ulcerated, and the doctor declared that the leg
had to be amputated.
After a newspaper in Xiamen reported the
family’s seemingly endless hard luck, a kindhearted benefactor visited Xiaodong’s brother in
the hospital and paid for four operations that
saved the leg. Though it was kept whole, it
didn’t regain enough strength for him to return
to work.
Jinchai had no choice but to continue to work
hard and provide for the family. She worked at
an electronics factory as a cleaning lady. After
work she tended a vegetable garden for food.
This was in addition to caring for Xiaodong and
doing the chores at home. She was like a top
spinning non-stop for the family.
In late November 2012, she herself was hurt
in a traffic accident. She was taking recyclables
on her motor scooter to sell when a car broadsided her. Her left leg was badly injured. She
underwent surgery, but without waiting for the
wound to heal, she discharged herself against
medical advice from the hospital to save money.
Then she limped back to work. After all, her
family needed the money.
Light beckoning
The family seemed to suffer one setback after
another. Its downward spiral only stopped at the
end of 2012 when Pan Shijian (潘世建), deputy
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chair of the National Committee of the Chinese
People’s Political Consultative Conference of
Xiamen, helped qualify the Yang family as a lowincome household. This entitled the family to
receive the national subsidy for maintaining
minimal living standards.
Pan also referred the family to Tzu Chi in the
hope that its volunteers might be able to help
convince Xiaodong to undergo treatment.
Volunteers visited the Yang family in January
2013 and saw the severity of Xiaodong’s deformity. They also saw that he was so uncomfortable
in the presence of other people that he would just
bury his head between his knees so that nobody
could see his face. The volunteers thought of a
similarly afflicted patient who had been cured at
Hualien Tzu Chi Hospital. The volunteers took it
upon themselves to help Xiaodong.
They returned to the Yangs’ place a few days
later and gave Xiaodong a hat and a pair of sunglasses. They hoped that these items might serve
as a psychological shield to help him feel more

courtesy tzu chi headquarters

at ease about facing strangers. The volunteers
then took the young man to a hospital in Xiamen
for a checkup. That was the first time that
Xiaodong had been out of his home in many
years. He was quiet as usual but otherwise
cooperative. Apparently, he was comfortable
with the uniformed volunteers.
At the hospital, however, they ran into a
rare technical issue. The technicians could not
unbend Xiaodong’s body to take useful X-ray
images. As a result, the doctors were unable to
get a clear read of the films. The hospital visits
therefore did not lead to any treatment plans
for him.
The volunteers did not give up though. On
their third visit to Xiaodong’s home, they gave
the family a television and set up a satellite dish
to enable them to watch programs aired by Da Ai
TV, a station run by the Tzu Chi Foundation.
They hoped the wholesome messages conveyed
by the programs would help open up Xiaodong’s
heart. They also stayed in close touch with people at the foundation headquarters
and Tzu Chi Hospital in Hualien,
Taiwan, to explore the possibility of
having Xiaodong treated there. They
took photographs and videos of
Xiaodong and sent them to Taiwan to
help with the evaluation.
The Hualien team
The orthopedic team at Hualien
Tzu Chi Hospital was headed by Dr.
Chen Ing-ho (陳英和), an attending
physician and an honorary superintendent of the hospital. In the previous 20 years, his team had operated
on more than 200 patients suffering
from ankylosing spondylitis, the disease that afflicted Xiaodong.
Ankylosing spondylitis is an
inflammatory disease that can cause
fusion of vertebrae in the spine, making the spine less flexible and leading
to a hunched-forward posture.
After much coordination and consultation with the volunteers in
Xiamen, the orthopedic team decided
Xiaodong meets Master Cheng Yen for
the first time. The Master gave him her
best wishes and said that she hoped
he would walk home with his head
held high.
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to accept Xiaodong as a patient. They were certain they could improve his condition.
On May 23, 2013, accompanied by Tzu Chi
volunteers from Xiamen, Xiaodong and his
mother flew to Hualien. He checked into
Hualien Tzu Chi Hospital, and the very next
day he started to undergo a battery of tests. The
X-ray problem that had occurred at the Xiamen
hospital surfaced at the Hualien hospital as
well. To solve the problem, technicians took
X-rays of him in various positions, including
sitting or lying at all angles, so as to procure all
the possible images that the doctors would
need. The tests also included a CT scan; it took
the technicians a lot of effort to finally fit his
body into the machine.
That evening Dr. Chen rushed back to
Hualien from Taipei, where he had just finished
an operation. He visited Xiaodong in his patient
room and went over the treatment plan with him
and his mother.
“If both of my hip joints are operated on, will
I then be able to lie flat?” Xiaodong asked Dr.
Chen. That question revealed a wish he had had
for years—to be able to lie flat in bed.
“Are you scared of surgery?” Dr. Chen asked
him. The young man firmly replied, “No!”
The doctor pointed out that Xiaodong’s
inflammation had occurred while he was still
growing, which had led to his particularly
severe deformity. He ranked the young man’s
condition among one of the most severe ankylosing spondylitis cases that he had ever treated, but he was nevertheless quite confident
that surgery and rehabilitation would improve
his condition.
On the third day after their arrival in Hualien,
Xiaodong and Jinchai went to see Master Cheng
Yen at the Jing Si Abode. The Master said to
Xiaodong, “Walk home with your head held up
high.” He heard her gentle encouragement—indeed, he heard it loud and clear. “I want to show
the Master how I walk,” he said. He slowly wiggled himself out of his wheelchair and walked
with his unique and laborious steps. It was a
moving, tear-inducing sight.
No doubt Xiaodong had the desire to straighten up, but he had some hard work to do before
he could reach his goal.
The treatment
Five operations ensued in the following two
and a half months, between May 28 and August
13, 2013. The first two were on his hips and the

remaining three on his spine. Xiaodong showed
improvement after each surgery. His mother was
delighted, and he became more confident of his
prognosis and of himself.
“We saw a difference after the first operation,
and the improvement was even more obvious
after the second one,” Jinchai said of her son’s
progress. “After the fifth procedure... wow, he
was able to sit upright! Dr. Chen is just awesome!” Jinchai couldn’t thank Chen and his
team enough.
As can be imagined, Xiaodong was also
delighted and grateful, but being shy, he kept his
appreciation to himself. He was still too self-conscious to interact naturally with others. When
Dr. Chen went to see him, he would still grab his
hat and cover his face. Jinchai reminded him of
the proper etiquette to show in the presence of
the medical team, particularly Dr. Chen, who
had been doing all he could to help him. When
moral persuasion did not seem particularly
effective, she said to her son bluntly, “He has
already seen the whole of you when you were
under his scalpel. What’s there to hide or be shy
about now?”
That was entirely true, and the admonition
hit the nail right on the head. After the third
operation, Xiaodong was able to face Chen eye
to eye. Gradually, he was shedding his timid,
withdrawn self.
However, the isolation from the outside
world that he had endured for 17 years would
require more effort to overcome than a simple
reminder from his mother. His self-imposed segregation had left him lacking interpersonal and
social skills. He often behaved more like a
moody child than a 31-year-old adult. It was
important for people who were helping him to
keep this in mind so that they could rationalize
his seemingly odd and sometimes downright
rude behaviors. With such understanding, they
were able to put up with him better.
Xiaodong’s mother had been his primary
caregiver, so she took the brunt of his bad temper most of the time while at the Tzu Chi hospital. But she was rendered temporarily unable to
care for her son after she herself underwent surgery in June. The steel plate that doctors had
inserted into her left foot after her traffic accident in November 2012 had broken, leading to
an ulcerating wound. Dr. Chen operated on her
to fix the problem.
Because both mother and son were bedridden, Tzu Chi volunteers from Xiamen paid a
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ically, but also mentally,” said Chen Zhou-ming
(陳州明), one of the volunteers. “I’d never seen
him smile before, but now he smiles all the time.
He’s a different person.”
Volunteer Tong Zhandong (佟占東) echoed
Chen’s sentiments. He said that Xiaodong was
indeed a changed man—he had always bowed
his head low and uttered nothing in response
when others talked to him, but he now
responded to every query. What a difference a
few months had made, Tong marveled. He figured that the medical and the volunteer teams
at the Tzu Chi hospital must have treated him
very nicely—as loving parents would their
own son.

wei wei-yan 5/31/13

The first operation, to replace Xiaodong’s right hip joint, was performed on May 28, 2013. His condition already showed improvement after the first operation.
huang si-qi 7/2/13

When Xiaodong arrived at Hualien Tzu
Chi Hospital on May 24, 2013, his body
had a forward-bending curve of more
than 200 degrees, of which 140 degrees were attributed to the spinal curve and about 70 from the
hips. The severe deformity
put his chin perpetually on
his knees. After five operations, he now has an upright posture, very near to
that of ordinary people.

Xiaodong smiled before the first operation on his spine, on July 2. Dr. Chen Ing-ho consulted X-ray
images to confirm the angle and direction of his corrective moves.
lin yan-huang 10/21/13
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huang si-qi 5/28/13

On October 29, 2013, the day before returning to Xiamen, Xiaodong and Jinchai went to the
Abode to say farewell to Master Cheng Yen.

courtesy tzu chi foundation
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How to Stand Up Straight

huang si-qi 7/2/13

professional caregiver to tend to Xiaodong.
However, his bad temper drove that person
away. A Tzu Chi volunteer from central Taiwan
then volunteered to take care of him, but
Xiaodong treated him badly, too. It was particularly hard for him to hold in his temper in a
physical therapy session, as the pain, such as
when he was being stretched by a physical therapist, could easily cause him to flare up.
When he behaved particularly badly, seasoned volunteers such as Yan Hui-mei (顏惠美)
or Su Zu (蘇足) would teach him to sing Tzu Chi
songs or ask him to copy aphorisms by Master
Cheng Yen to calm him down. If all their methods failed to do the trick, they would tell him
straight, “If you keep behaving like this, we’re
going to tell the Master.”
That always worked. “He respects the Master
a lot,” Jinchai said of her son. “He wants to be a
good disciple of hers.”
Aside from accompanying her son during
their stay in Hualien, Jinchai also volunteered
for Tzu Chi. Less than a month after her operation, she began going with volunteer Huang
Yue-ying (黃月英) to a recycling station to help.
She volunteered at the Jing Si Abode as well,
helping in the kitchen or doing cleaning work.
She also attended a painting class for recycling
volunteers.
Xiaodong was busy on his own. After the
fifth operation, when he was not in rehab sessions, he would visit almost every corner of the
hospital campus, taking photos with a camera
that Pan Guo-yang (潘國揚), the hospital social
services director, had loaned him. He then
posted the photos on the Web to share
with his Internet friends in China.
The Tzu Chi volunteers and the
medical team did their best to care
for Xiaodong during his stay in
Taiwan. Such warmth went a long
way toward opening him up,
and in the process he was
able to wean himself from
his security sunglasses
and hat. He learned to
face the world the way he
was, even with confidence
and composure.
His transformation greatly surprised the volunteers who came
from Xiamen to escort him and his
mother home at the end of October
2013. “He’s opened up, not just phys-

After three operations on his spine, Xiaodong
was able to stand fairly straight and walk upright
with the help of a walker. However, he still needed
physical therapy to strengthen his muscles and
overcome contracture.

huang si-qi
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lin yan-huang

Turning a Page
By Qiu Ru-lian

Translated by Tang Yau-yang
Photos by Yan Lin-zhao

The tattoos Dai Jin-long wears bear witness to the indiscretions of his younger days. But he does
not bother to have them removed, nor does he hide them. They no longer wield the same kind of
power over him that they once did. Instead, he publicly confesses his past wayward behavior. He
is now strong enough to show his tattoos as evidence of his renewal.

Recovering well from surgery, Xiaodong volunteers for Tzu Chi alongside his mother, sorting
recyclables.

When the Master saw the young man walking
upright toward her with the help of a walking
stick in each hand, she asked if he could walk
unaided. He put the sticks away and walked forward to show her. People all around cheered.
The Master reminded him that the medical
team had worked extremely hard to help him, so
he must not let them down. He must be diligent
in rehabilitation, learn to keep an open mind,
and never close himself up again. She also
reminded the volunteers from Xiamen that they
should love him but never spoil him, and that
they should expose him to good influences and
help him develop a sound mind.
Upon hearing these words, Xiaodong said
abruptly, “I want to attend the Department of
English Language and Literature at Tzu Chi
University.” The Master smiled as she replied, “If
you have the intention, I’m definitely behind
you. But first things first: Finish junior and senior
high school, and keep your grades up.”
The next day, staff members from the Xiamen
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Charity Federation and Tzu Chi volunteers
accompanied Xiaodong and Jinchai on their way
home. When he emerged from the airport security checkpoint, the waiting volunteers shouted,
“Welcome home, Xiaodong!”
Xiaodong had promised Xiamen volunteers
before he left for Taiwan that he would come
back walking. And walk he did. Aside from the
help of walking sticks, he was unassisted;
nobody was holding him up. He did not have
his sunglasses on either—he was no longer
ashamed of letting others see him.
From there he went to his new home, which
had been built by the Xiamen Charity Federation
for his family. An aunt who lived nearby saw
him. Not believing her eyes, she touched the
cheek of the man standing before her and said,
“You’ve become handsome; you’re ripe to be a
bridegroom.” Everybody laughed. His sister-inlaw added, “His face used to scare me, but no
more. It’s very good-looking now.”
In addition to such warm and welcoming
family members, Tzu Chi volunteers now stand
ready to give Xiaodong the support that he will
need as he continues to rehabilitate and return
to a normal life.

Encouraged by fellow Tzu Chi volunteers, Dai Jin-long no longer hides his past. He is now at ease with
wearing short sleeves and with displaying his tattoos in public—a reminder of the past from which he
has escaped.
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D

ai Jin-long (戴錦龍) quit school just after
finishing the sixth grade, but his lack of
schooling never hindered his ability to
quickly pick up practical skills to make a living.
He hopped from one trade to the next, including acrylic carving, building construction formwork, and cooking Cantonese dim sum. But he
never stuck with any one thing for very long. “I
got bored doing the same thing for too long,”
he commented, “and heavy physical labor was
too tiring.”
He later returned to his hometown and continued the pattern he had established for himself, taking up one venture after another. For
example, he managed a massage parlor and
invested in a karaoke club. His heart was not
really in these undertakings, and he was not
even sure if he made any money from them.
But one venture he engaged in grabbed hold
of him like nothing else before: drug addiction.
His kid brother, a drug dealer, was his supplier.
“When a craving kicked in, I’d call my brother,
and he’d deliver some drugs to a secret niche
in our old family house. Only I knew how to
retrieve it,” Dai explained. He remembers his
drug days as clearly as if they were just
yesterday.
It wasn’t unusual for Dai to spend 4,000 NT
dollars (US$133) a day on the stuff. His boss
trusted him on the strength of his skills in building formwork, and he took full advantage of that
trust. He would often ask his boss for advances
on his pay, and the boss would accommodate
him without question. He’d then turn around
and use the money to buy drugs.
In those days, noontime was not mealtime
for Dai. “I never ate lunch back then. Instead, I’d
rush home at 11:50 to fetch my drugs.” He said
that when a craving hit, all he could think of was
how to get his next fix. In his anxiety to get to his
drugs, he wrecked three cars.
When his brother was arrested, locked up,
and put in compulsory rehab, Dai was left without a supplier. Cut off from his dealer, Dai had
to establish another channel for his drug supply.
His addiction was so bad that when he went out
of town for work and a craving hit, he’d have to
speed home to his dealer for relief, no matter
how late it was.
The two brothers went in and out of drug
detention centers many times, but despite their
desire to kick the habit, neither could triumph
over the cravings. No sooner were they released
than they would return to their old ways.
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Turning the corner
Dai grew up in a family
of modest means. His mother died when he was young,
and his father worked as a
laborer, doing such jobs as
brick mover and fisherman,
to support his four boys.
When the senior Dai died, he
left his house behind. Dai
now lives there with his wife
and their two children.
One day in 2009, aged
electrical wiring sparked a
fire that destroyed a large
part of the house. While the
fire was raging, Dai was taking drugs in a corner room,
totally oblivious to what was
going on around him. He
was high while their furniture was burned to ashes
and the roof reduced to bare
frames. He was stoned the
whole time that others were
frantically fighting the blaze.
Even after the fire had been
put out, he still drifted
through a drug-induced
haze.
Though he had tried to
wean himself from drugs, he
had failed each time. He was
notorious in his neighborhood. The neighbors detested him, and they did not
even care to show up at his
house after the fire to see
how the family was doing.
His so-called friends didn’t
bother to check and see if he
was all right either.
Although his neighbors and acquaintances
shunned him, some strangers did go to his
house the day after the fire. They all wore uniforms of blue shirts and white pants. They
cleaned out the things ruined in the fire, hauled
the junk away in six large truckloads, and put
steel sheets on for a roof. They did not charge
Dai for the service, and they even gave the family some relief money to get them through the
immediate aftermath.
“I was actually having a drug craving and was
shaking when those Tzu Chi volunteers came to

help clean up the house,” Dai recalled. “I suppressed my drug itch and greeted them briefly,
and then I hurried out of the house.”
This time, however, he did not go out to get
drugs. Instead, he went to get the medication
that could help him kick the drugs. Somehow,
the fire had sobered him up, and the kindness of
the volunteers—strangers who had no obligation to help his family, much less him—had
helped awaken his conscience. In a moment of
clarity, he saw how irresponsible he had been
and how much his reckless behavior over the
years had hurt his wife.

Zeng Qing-rong (left) and Dai Jin-long always sit
beside each other in study group sessions.
Despite their similarly mindless pasts, they now
share the same eagerness to stay on a sound
life path.

Dai’s wife had left her home in Thailand to
marry him and have their two children. She ran
an eatery, did odd jobs, and hustled to put food
on the table and support the family. Dai asked
himself what he had done for the family in all
that time. Not only had he done nothing to help,
he had been a huge drag on the family. Their chilSpring 2014
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A Letter From Home
By Dai Jin-long

Translated by Tang Yau-yang

[Editor’s note: The author wrote this letter to his younger brother, who used to
supply him with illicit drugs.]
Hey brother,
I hope this letter finds you well.
People come into this world, each with their own lot in life. Some are born to wealthy
families and never need to worry about how to support themselves financially. Some seem to
coast through life, getting into good schools and landing good jobs. On the surface, you and I
never had it so good. But recent events in my life have taught me something—that even those
people who seemingly have it all also have their share of troubles and worries. On the other
hand, even though nothing seems to go our way, you and I actually have a lot. We just don’t
realize it.
Though Mom died early, she always loved us. Though we kept getting into trouble, Dad
never gave up on us. Though I always made a mess of things, my wife never complained. Not
only that, but she kept in touch with Tzu Chi volunteers, hoping that one day I would come
to my senses and rediscover my innate goodness.
You and I both made mistakes, and we’re paying the price. We have to honestly face ourselves so that we can return to our true, undefiled nature. You should remember that we’re
blood brothers, and family is supposed to be there for each other, to keep each other company
when the going gets tough. Your road back to a normal life isn’t going to be easy, but from
what I’ve gathered from your letters, I believe that you can definitely do it.
It’s always unsettling to wonder about the possibility of parole and how hard it’s going to
be to go back to society, since you’ve been away from it so long. But you have to keep in mind
that these things take a set course and can only go a certain way. It won’t help to dwell on
how much longer it will take or worry about the difficulties that you may meet once you’re
allowed back into society. All we need to do is take care of our own minds, repent and reform,
and try hard to do good. Then we’ll be filled with confidence and strength, and people will
naturally feel that from us.
On the other hand, if we constantly worry about things that we have no control over,
we’ll become restless, and that will just derail our attempts to do and be better.
Life is short, but you and I are lucky in that we both turned our backs on our past wrongs
when we were still young, when it wasn’t too late. What I think even more fortunate is that,
after I lost so many things in life, I still have you, my brother—one who is worth my time
waiting for. I believe that you and I will be able to work together shoulder to shoulder for a
better future and make Mom and Dad proud.
Remember, don’t worry about things that haven’t happened yet. Instead, just focus on
getting ready for the next part of your life. I’ve become a Tzu Chi volunteer, and I’ve experienced joy that I never knew before. I’m going to train to become a certified volunteer. I look
forward to seeing you following me on this path.
The weather has been very changeable lately. Watch out for the crazy weather and take
good care of your health.
						
Your brother,
						
Jin-long
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dren were growing, and he knew that it was only
a matter of time before their friends would ask
them what his occupation was. What were his
children to answer? It was really time for him to
quit drugs and work seriously at a job.
But kicking a habit is never easy, and quitting
a drug addiction is even harder. “I drank milk
and I took the medicine for quitting drugs,” Dai
recalled, “but it was still hard. I felt as if I were
dying. I couldn’t sit or lie down without feeling
uncomfortable, and I couldn’t hold anything
down. Everything I ate, I just spewed right out. I
vomited continuously for five days. In the end,
even the bile came out. I was really, really tempted to take more drugs to end the craving.”
Fortunately he did not yield to his temptations. Ten days went by without him taking any
drugs, then fifteen. His will had prevailed.
Gradually and finally, he won the battle with
illicit drugs.
Out in the open
In retrospect, the house fire appears to have
been a blessing in disguise. It brought Dai to his
senses and put his life back on track.
Tzu Chi volunteers stayed in touch with Dai’s
family even after the fire damage had been taken
care of. After some time, Dai told the volunteers
he wanted to make monthly donations to the
foundation.
Volunteer Huang Ruo-mei (黃若湄), who
lived nearby, would drop in every once in a
while when she went by Dai’s house. She noticed
that he had been going to work regularly and
that he looked less pale and more energetic. One
day when she was collecting his monthly donation, she invited him to volunteer and join a
study group at the home of volunteer Huang
Mian (黃勉) a few blocks away.
“I knew nothing about the study group, but I
went simply because Huang had invited me,”
Dai remembered. After getting off work at a construction site, he went home and washed up
before going to the group.
“At first I was worried that my tattoos would
scare people there, so I always wore long sleeves,
even on very hot days,” Dai said. Group leader
Zeng Mei-yu (曾美玉) noticed and guessed his
concerns. She would ask him, “Jin-long, aren’t
you warm in that?” She was trying to prod him
to bravely face his past.
At that time, the study group was reading
Master Cheng Yen’s commentary on The
Compassionate Samadhi Water Repentance, writ-

ten by Dharma Master Zhi Xuan (知玄). This
Buddhist text teaches people to sincerely repent
of their past wrongdoings and live a new,
reformed life. During a session one day, Dai was
moved to open up, and he told the group about
his past—things that he had chosen to hide. As he
was revealing his painful past, volunteer Zeng
Qing-rong (曾清榮) quietly patted Dai’s leg to
show his support.
“I could appreciate how he must have felt,”
Zeng explained. “I had been through something
like that myself. I used to smoke and chew betel
nuts almost constantly. I was addicted to them,
just as Dai was to drugs. My addictions caused
tumors again and again, but I ignored the warnings. I finally ended up needing surgery and chemotherapy. It hurt so badly I wanted to jump off
the roof of the hospital. I still remember those
moments well.” Zeng had to have part of his
tongue removed. He couldn’t talk very clearly
and could only ingest liquids.
Zeng and Dai have become like brothers.
They attend Tzu Chi events together, and cheer
each other on. “Qing-rong is just like a kid brother to me,” said Dai. “Because of his oral cancer,
he’s been under the knife several times, which
has disrupted his everyday life. Still, he has
stepped forward and volunteered to help others.
My case is nothing compared to his.”
Dai said that he has felt liberated ever since
that public revelation of his past. He feels comfortable now wearing short sleeves and showing
his tattoos.
As he embarked on his Tzu Chi path, he also
started writing to his brother, who is still behind
bars. He shares his new experiences and encourages him, even in prison, not to belittle himself.
He urges him to never underestimate his own
strength, to take good care of his mind by nurturing charitable thoughts, and to sincerely repent.
Dai has returned to his job as a formwork
builder. Sun exposure has tanned him dark
brown, leaving no trace of the pale, dispirited
Dai that he was under the influence of drugs.
When asked if he wanted to have his tattoos
removed, he replied, “That would hurt a lot, and
really, why bother?”
The past is gone. What’s done is done and
cannot be undone—with or without the tattoos.
Acknowledging his past wrongs and showing
the indelible marks on his body takes far more
courage than having the tattoos removed. Now
that Dai is on the right track, he can move forward with confidence.
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No More Tears for Herself

Huang Mei-qin does not have as much control over her body movements as she would like—a
hereditary brain disease robbed that from her. She used to cry in misery over her condition, but
that was in the past. Volunteer work brought her in contact with the big world, where she saw the
sufferings of other people. Now when she weeps, the tears she sheds are for them. She writes their
stories, and she is grateful for her own blessings.

By Huang Hui-zhu

Translated by Tang Yau-yang
Photos by Huang Xiao-zhe
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T

he more Huang Mei-qin (黃美琴) wants to
suppress the trembling in her right arm
and right leg, the more her limbs seem to
defy her will. Since she has little control over her
condition, she hides her constantly shaking right
arm behind her back as she staggers around an
event venue looking for potential subjects for
interviews. Perhaps the attentive look of an
event participant will prompt her to strike up a
conversation. It may be a knowing smile or the
moist eyes of someone in the audience that
attracts her attention. Whatever it is, she keeps
her eyes sharp for a possible story.
Huang was diagnosed with spinocerebellar
ataxia when she was 17 years old. This hereditary disease causes the cerebellum to atrophy,
which in her case causes uncontrollable shaking
in her right arm and leg. She is timid and unsure
of herself, and she rarely talks to strangers.
Despite her condition, Huang loves to write.
In fact, it’s that fascination that has enabled her
to face her timidity head-on as she steps forward
to find a story in the life of another person. That
doesn’t mean that she is completely comfortable
going about the task of interviewing people.
Quite to the contrary, it puts her ill at ease. She is
nervous and trembles a lot, making her sweat
profusely even in the cold of winter. Her volunteer uniform often bears evidence of that.
Once she has set her sights on a prospective
subject, she begins moving toward the person.
Because her right leg is not entirely responsive
to her mental commands, her stride is slow and
a little awkward, requiring obvious effort.
“How are you? May I talk to you?” She asks
for this permission with a customary smile,
which is but a veil to hide her own anxiety. Her
subjects are usually accommodating. They take
in her physical condition and often considerately
reply, “Let me grab a chair for you first, and then
we can chat.”
Huang used to be right-handed, but her disease has forced her to write with her left hand. As
a result, she writes very slowly—too slowly to
keep pace with an interview. Instead, she uses a
tape recorder to capture the conversation.
However, her mind often goes blank after she
presses the “record” button—her anxiety over facing an interviewee, a stranger, causes her to forget
the questions that she wanted to ask. In those
cases, she just hopes that the person is a talker and
can keep talking without her questions or prompting. If the person is one of few words, she tries her
best to get as much information as she can.

Whatever happens, she does what she can. After
she has gotten what she needs, she rides her electric scooter home with peace of mind.
Huang remembers how as a teenager she
used to envy her schoolmates when they submitted their articles to newspapers and got published. She itched to write her own pieces.
Regrettably, because of her innate shyness, that
desire was never more than a distant dream.
Nothing ever came of it.
Who would have known that karmic forces
would lead her to join Tzu Chi and make her
dream a reality? Not only that, but volunteering
has also taught her to count her blessings and
has filled her with a sense of fulfillment and purpose, something she had lost after the disease
sapped her hope and even led her to contemplate suicide.
Long afflicted
Huang Mei-qin was born in 1962 to a farming
family in Benyuanliao, Tainan, southern Taiwan.
Her mother, in an effort to improve the financial
situation at home, organized a credit club, which,
due to dishonest participants, landed her deep
in debt instead. To repay the debt, she rented a
store in the marketplace to sell grain, and she
also converted the family home into a grocery
store. Farming became a sideline.
Huang, the oldest child in the family, helped
tend the shops after school. Her sister and two
brothers worked on the farm. Though life wasn’t
easy, with each doing their part, they managed
to get by.
After finishing junior high school, Huang
worked in a textile mill. One day she was trying
to put a thread through a needle when she noticed
that she was seeing two images of the same
thread. Then she saw double images of a single
person, and she felt funny when she walked.
“What’s going on?” she wondered.
Another time, after coming off a night shift,
she slept in the workers’ dorm at the factory.
When she woke up in the morning, her right arm
and leg both felt limp. She found she could not
pry open her right fist, which was clenched tight.
One side of her mouth drooped, as did one eyelid. Furthermore, she was seeing double again.
All of this put her mind in turmoil. “What am I
going to do?” she thought desperately. She was
only 17 years old. Fate had dealt her a hard blow
and was turning her life upside down.
Her mother took her everywhere for treatment, but to no avail. Eventually a doctor diagSpring 2014
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nosed her with spinocerebellar ataxia. She was
later cured of her drooping mouth and eyelid
and double vision, but she lost much of the command over her right limbs, which shook
uncontrollably.
The disease made Huang, already shy, even
more withdrawn. She avoided people and isolated herself. She could not face the wide-open,
bright world right outside her window.
Fortunately, despite her misfortune, she felt
secure in her mother’s love and support. Her
mother was her sole ray of sunshine and her pri-

mary support, both financially and emotionally.
That was why she was particularly devastated
when her mother, after working day and night
for many years to provide for the family, died of
liver cancer in 1998. Huang was 36 years old at
the time. Now, even that support had been taken
away from her.
After her sister and brothers had all married
and moved away, Huang lived alone at home.
She was unable to work and could therefore only
rely on social welfare to scrape by. She often
thought about taking her own life.

Another door opens
Huang spent her days aimlessly for several
years after that. Then, one day in 2004, she
walked by the Annan Tzu Chi Recycling Station
in Tainan. Many people were busy inside sorting
out recyclables. She mustered her nerve and
went inside for a closer look. When they saw her
enter, the volunteers working there put down
what they were doing and greeted her cordially.
That brought a warm glow to her heart. It was
the first time since the passing of her mother that
anyone had shown her such warmth.

She started volunteering at the station. Her
weakened right arm and leg, however, made it
quite difficult for her to physically handle things.
She would break into a sweat even before she
had really gotten started.
The volunteers felt for her, so they suggested
that she take up other volunteer work, work that
was more sedentary. They suggested she try
serving as a documenting volunteer and help
record other volunteers’ stories or Tzu Chi
events in the community. She accepted that invitation right off the bat, forgetting how difficult it
would be for a shy person like her to carry out
the requisite tasks: finding prospects and conducting interviews in the midst of a crowd.
Regardless, she hoped to fulfill the dream she
had when she was a teenager.
This new endeavor helped her step out of her
small world and put her in contact with the big
world. One of the first cases that she reported on
involved a Tzu Chi care recipient who was in
her 70s and lived with her mentally ill son. The
mother and son got by on a small government
pension for the elderly. They ate just one meal a
day, typically consisting of a bowl of rice and
some pickled cucumber or fermented tofu.
Despite their difficult financial situation, the
mother refused to take money from the foundation. However, she did agree to let volunteers
help her clean up her home.
Volunteers removed the rotten steel-framed
sofa that had not been used in decades. They fixed
the roof, which had collapsed in places so that
pools of water would form inside the house every
time it rained. They scrubbed the kitchen and the
bathroom and restored the toilet, darkened after
years of use, back to its original white.
Huang was both surprised and sad to see the
deplorable living conditions of the mother and
son. She didn’t know there were people in this
world that lived like they did. When she went
home, she took out her pen and paper and began
to write about what she had seen. She had to
wipe away her tears as she wrote. It hurt her to
think of the mother and son’s situation. At the
Huang’s right limbs shake out of control, and that
makes it hard for her to sit and work. Therefore,
she types standing up. The posture tires her, so
she needs to rest every ten minutes. An article
takes her at least more than one full day to finish.
She uses only a desk lamp to provide light, leaving the rest of the room dark to save on
electricity.
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same time, she couldn’t help but admire the old
woman’s contentment and strength in the face
of life’s trials and tribulations.
Huang has also volunteered at Dalin Tzu
Chi Hospital in south-central Taiwan. There she
saw people experiencing birth, illness, or
death—one scene after another appeared right
before her eyes, as if they were being played
out in a film. She saw the joy of living, as well
as the agony of illness, dying, and death. She
saw patients who were accompanied and supported by their caring families, and she saw
patients whose families were distant, uncaring,
and impatient with them.
Again she wept for these people when she
wrote their stories. As her sadness for others
poured out, she stopped crying over her own misery. From the misfortunes of others, she learned to
notice and appreciate her own blessings. Every
story she wrote touched her life in some way and
allowed her to see that though her life’s path had
Huang Mei-qin (center) in an interview. She cannot
write fast enough to take down what she hears, so
she uses a tape recorder to record her interviews.

been overgrown with brambles, there were buds
along the way waiting to bloom.
By and by the dark clouds in her mind lifted, and smiles easily found their way to her
face. “I was so ignorant that I didn’t see the
blessings right under my nose,” Huang said.
“Nobody has been more blessed than I. Though
I need financial support, I have food to eat and
a place to live. There are many people in the
world who have it much tougher than I do.”
Seeing others’ suffering has kindled gratitude
and contentment in her.
The big Tzu Chi family abounds with warmth.
Huang feels loved, and volunteering has kept her
busy, so much so that she has forgotten about the
things that used to worry or bother her. The programming on Da Ai TV, the Tzu Chi channel, also
nourishes her mind and helps cleanse her of negative thoughts. Needless to say, she has totally
forgotten about taking her own life.
Since Huang lives alone, she usually spends
a lot of time tending to the mundane tasks of
everyday life, such as cooking, housekeeping,
and laundering. But she honors deadlines above
all else. Everything else takes a backseat when

an article is due: Clothes wait to be washed, the
house waits to be tidied up, and even her meals
are curtailed.
An article is usually due within three days of
an event. The first thing that she does after getting
home from an interview is to put on her earphones
and transcribe what she has recorded. As she transcribes the tape, she also thinks out the structure
of the article. As anyone who has done this knows,
transcription is not easy, even for an able-bodied
person. It is that much more difficult for Huang,
writing with her left hand. But she willingly does
it and does not deem it hard work.
When that is done, she turns on her computer
and writes the article. She cannot use conventional ten-finger touch typing because she does
not have the use of her right hand. With her left
hand, she uses a single finger to peck at the keyboard. One keystroke after another, she puts
what she has seen and heard into written words.
Because her right hand and leg keep shaking,
making sitting uncomfortable for her, she types
standing up. Prolonged keying with the left
hand and standing on her left leg can be excruci78
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A smile has returned to Huang’s face since she
found a family in Tzu Chi. “I’m grateful to the
Tzu Chi sisters,” she said. “It’s their companionship that makes me what I am today. I’m a happy
person now.”

atingly painful for her, so she has to sit down
and rest every ten minutes.
She plugs along, slowly but surely, until she is
satisfied with her article. It takes her more than a
full day to transfer her thoughts to a digital file,
and it is usually late at night when she is finally
finished. But as she lies in bed exhausted, the satisfaction of having completed and submitted the
article fills her heart with the joy of fulfillment.
She falls asleep, content and happy.
Everyone is a like a sutra from whom we can
learn. As Huang records other people’s stories,
she enriches her own life and lives out her own
sutra the best she can. Many of us are familiar
with the expression, “When God closes one door,
he opens another.” Instead of weeping behind a
closed door, it is important to find that open door
and let our life shine through in its own way.
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Give Me Your
Plastic Bags
By Cai Yu-xuan and Huang Xiao-zhe
Translated by Tang Yau-yang
Photos by Huang Xiao-zhe

Ye Mei-yu
Tainan, Taiwan

One cannot walk a block or two on a typical
busy street in Taiwan without passing at least
one or two beverage stores. They seem to be
everywhere, catering to the public’s insatiable
thirst for pearl milk tea, fruit juice mix, or other
sugary drinks.
A typical beverage order comes in a paper or
plastic cup. To keep the drink from spilling, the
top is sealed with a thin plastic cover glued on
with an automated sealing machine. The cup
and a sharp-tipped straw (to puncture the thin
plastic cover) are then put into a plastic bag and
given to the customer to carry away.
Ye Mei-yu (葉梅玉) walks past several such
stores in the southern city of Tainan before coming across a section of the street jam-packed with
people. Ye sees the crowd perusing stalls with
vendors selling vegetables, fruit, and other
necessities. Whatever their purchase, the buyer
almost always receives his or her order in plastic
bags. A bag here and a bag there add up quickly
when one considers how many items are sold
each day at these types of places.
All of this greatly troubles Ye. Her concern
about plastic bags started six years ago when
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she walked into a beverage store to put up a
Jing Si aphorism poster. (To allow these maxims
by Master Cheng Yen to reach more people, Tzu
Chi volunteers post them in stores after obtaining permission from store owners.) While in the
store, she saw large plastic bags that had been
cast aside as waste. The large bags had contained beverage cups, shipped from the cup
supplier to the store. Given how many drinks
were sold each day, it was quite reasonable to
assume that the store routinely threw away
many of these sorts of bags.
Though relatively thin, plastic bags nonetheless are very bad for the environment. They
don’t easily decay, and will be around in landfills for years to come. They can be incinerated
instead, but then they result in bad air pollution.
Either way, the land or the air gets fouled up by
their disposal.
Sadly, people indulge themselves in the convenience provided by disposable plastic bags
without thinking much about the damage their
actions may be inflicting on the Earth.
Ye could not stand to witness such behavior,
so she asked the store management for permission to collect their plastic bags for recycling. That
request six years ago marked the beginning of the
plastic bag recycling initiative in her neighborhood, the Annan district of Tainan.
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Helping the Earth together
On a typical day, Ye and her husband collect
used plastic bags from beverage stores in their
neighborhood and haul what they’ve collected
home on their bicycles. They can accumulate
quite a large number of plastic bags in just a
few bike trips. However, even assuming that
they can always reclaim them at top speed and
efficiency, the amount they collect can never
keep pace with what stores and consumers produce every day.
At the couple’s home, one can often see plastic bags being sun dried in the open air. Ye
washes unclean bags before hanging them on
clothes lines to dry, a unique sight in their small
alley. She folds some of the dried bags into triangular shapes, which she then reuses as shopping bags.
Though the couple’s recycling efforts are outpaced by what is being produced, they know
that they are doing the right thing. Undaunted,
they press on. Whenever she can, she tells people, friends, and store owners the importance of
“reduce, reuse and recycle.” Her commitment
has paid off: Over ten Tzu Chi volunteers have
joined the couple in collecting bags from six
dozen stores in the Annan district.
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You and I can help, too
One day I invited Ye and some of her cohorts
to a local Tzu Chi recycling station so I could
take their photos. As they assembled for the picture, it dawned on me that we could use a prop
or two to put in front of the group. Looking
around, I saw some plastic bags and decided to
add them to the photo.
The group immediately recognized the plastic
bags and the other recyclables that I had fetched.
The props prompted them to shout together, “Yes,
we got all those from the stores.”
Their smiles show that they are happy that
their efforts are making a difference. However,
they are also keenly aware that the abundance of
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plastic bags that they have been able to collect
clearly indicates how badly overused plastic
bags have become. “Nowadays, I don’t call on
volunteers to help collect and recycle as much as
I urge people to cut down on the use of plastic
bags,” Ye said.
Indeed, where efforts to help the Earth are
concerned, reducing the amount of garbage is
always much more effective than increasing
reclamation.
Love the environment. Be eco-friendly. That
is not only Ye’s wish, but also that of our own
Mother Nature. If each of us could forgo the
use of one plastic bag per day, per week or
even per month, the accumulative effect would
be astounding.

It’s Better Unsaid
By Lin Wen-zhao

Translated by Tang Yau-yang

Painting by Luo Fang-jun

I had a lot I wanted to say to my daughter, but I decided to say nothing unless she asked.

W

hen the alarm clock went off at 5:45
a.m., I walked quietly to my youngest
daughter’s door and gently knocked.
“Time to get up, Yi-shan [怡珊],” I said.
I woke her up so early because we had
planned to volunteer for Tzu Chi and distribute
breakfasts to the homeless that day. But to be
honest, I hadn’t expected that things would turn
out that way. We’d actually planned the same
thing many times before, but she’d always
backed out at the last minute. There was always
an excuse as to why she could not go: She’d
gone to bed too late the previous night, she
couldn’t get out of bed so early, or some
other reason.
“Perhaps next time,” she used to say.
She’d said that to me over and over again,
every single time. I had no reason to think
this morning would be any different. I
guess that’s why I was surprised when she
responded, “I’ll be right there.”
It was only when she got in the car I
was certain that, after having failed for
nearly four years, we were finally going to
work together at our first breakfast distribution.
Better done than said
Tzu Chi volunteers provide free breakfasts
each Sunday morning, rain or shine, to street
people at several locations in San Jose, California.
The distribution started at seven at the first location, about a 50-minute drive from my house. To
get there on time, Yi-shan and I set out before six
that morning.
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As my car cruised down the peaceful, quiet
highway in the early morning, mixed emotions
churned inside me, somewhat like the excitement and anxiety that I’d felt on the first day of
my first job, 30 years earlier.
In the car, my daughter wasn’t
going anywhere and there
wouldn’t be anything to distract her attention, so it
seemed like a perfect time and
place for me to “sell” Tzu
Chi to her. I really wanted
to tell her about every
good thing that the foun-

dation had done and the reason why I’d been
bent on following this path.
The maxim “Well begun is half done” was in
my mind. I really wanted her to have a favorable
first impression of Tzu Chi. I wanted so much to
tell her that persistent giving would benefit her
all her life, that she would get more than she
would ever need in life—not in wealth or business connections, but in peace of mind and inner
happiness. I wanted to give her a tool with which
she’d be able to surmount any difficulties she
might encounter in her life. I was also deeply convinced that doing volunteer work would give her
ample opportunity to reflect and ponder, and to
know life and herself better.
I had so much to say to her. Where should I
start? I cast a sidelong glance at her and saw that
her eyes were closed—perhaps stealing a little
more sleep. Then I recalled the many times I’d
delivered long sermons to her. I thought I was
doing her good by preaching to her, but my
efforts had backfired every single time. At those
times, I caused exactly the opposite of what I’d
set out to do. My experience taught me that
preaching hadn’t gotten me very far. I think
that’s why Master Cheng Yen says, “Just do it.”
If simply saying it would do the job, she would
have taught us to “Just say it.”
I finally decided against hard-selling Tzu Chi
to Yi-shan. Instead, I spent only a few minutes
describing what our group would do that day.
“First, we’ll serve breakfasts in the dining hall of
a half-shelter, half-hotel kind of place—because
it’s half free to its residents. The recipients there
are street people, but at least they have a roof
over their heads.
“The second stop is in a church parking lot.
The distribution there begins at eight. About a
hundred people will be there for the food. We
start at the third site at nine o’clock, where we’ll
feed about 20 people. Most of them sleep next to
a deserted railroad track or under a bridge not
very far away.”
I didn’t say anything more after the brief
introduction. I’d made up my mind to remain
silent unless she asked questions. In my heart I

knew that it would take more than my eagerness
and my words to convince her to volunteer for
Tzu Chi. Everything in life, including volunteer
work, is a result of karmic affinities. You can’t
just force something on people and expect them
to stay the course.
Front and center
Efficiency is not the ultimate objective of
many Tzu Chi events. For example, sometimes
ten volunteers work on a five-person task, just
so that more people can experience the joy of
giving. Likewise, it is commonplace for experienced volunteers to take themselves out of a
task so that new volunteers can get a chance to
do it and receive a sense of belonging and
participation.
That’s why, after I’d introduced my daughter
to the other volunteers, they told her to warmly
greet the homeless and to give them a big smile…
and then they put her to work at the very front
of the service line.
Two kinds of hot soup were offered that
day—egg-drop soup and potato soup. My
daughter’s job was to ask the people which kind
they wanted and then serve it to them.
My memory had declined with age to the
point that I often forgot the names of my friends,
so I always made a special effort to write down
and memorize the names of the homeless. Many
old acquaintances came this day: Charlie, a tall
roadside painter; Jose, an unemployed baker;
and John, the most diligent of the bunch, who
had never been seen without a dictionary in
hand. Yi-shan shook hands with each of them as
I introduced them to her.
Andy, short in stature and sporting a large
beard, was surprised when I introduced Yi-shan
to him. “Is she really your daughter?” he asked.
“Of course, she is,” I said. Andy obviously felt
flattered that I would introduce my own family
to him. He then asked me, “What’s your name?”
Now, that was a surprise to me.
Most of the people who came for breakfast
would usually just pick up their meal and leave.
Very few ever stopped to talk to us. Andy had
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never shown any interest in making my acquaintance over the years. I’d say “good morning” to
him each time, and he’d just return my greeting
and smile back. That had been it. But now he
was asking for my name; he must have been
considering making friends with me.
After the distributions at the first two sites,
our group delivered breakfast to the people living by the railroad track and underneath the
bridge. They were still lying in their sleeping
bags, their eyes bleary and heavy with sleep.
Yi-shan and I stepped from one railroad tie
to the next during the course of the distribution. I wondered what was going through my
daughter’s mind as we looked at this group of
homeless people who’d been all but forgotten
by society. I threw a quick glance at her to see if
I could discern her thoughts. Only then did I
see that her eyes were red. She was holding
back her tears.
Seeing her like that, I didn’t have the heart to
tell her that these people, with nowhere else to
go or hide, had been totally exposed to the violent, merciless thunderstorm that had hit the
area the week before. Instead, to distract her and
lighten up her mood, I told her a story:
Zhu Yuan-zhang (朱元璋), the first emperor
of the Ming Dynasty, was once a homeless monk.
He drifted from one place to another, begging
for alms while striving for something bigger. As
the Mongol-led Yuan Dynasty was crumbling,
ethnic Hans, including Zhu, vied for influence
and control. Eventually, in 1368, Zhu won out
and founded the Ming Dynasty that would rule
China until 1644.
“Zhu didn’t even have a sleeping bag,” I told
my daughter. Looking at those homeless people
curled up in their sleeping bags, she seemed to
feel better.
One step at a time
I continued to refrain from talking about Tzu
Chi on the way home that day. This time, however, it was she who brought it up first: “I wish
that I’d come with you and volunteered for Tzu
Chi three years ago, Dad.”

“It’s never too late,” I replied. “You’re still
very young. I do hope that you join up soon,
though. Don’t be like me. I only found Tzu Chi
when I was already 50 years old.”
Yi-shan knew well how my business had
gone over the years. My business suffered greatly after the 9/11 attacks and the collapse of the
Internet bubble. But while that business was falling off, my other “business” was expanding. In
fact, it quadrupled from 50 to 200.
Those were the numbers of bananas that I’d
been responsible for bringing to the breakfast
distributions each Sunday. In the early days I’d
bring 40 to 50 bananas each time. Nowadays I
needed 200 for all three sites.
One’s circumstances may rise, fall, wax or
wane, but regardless of one’s standing, Tzu Chi
teaches everyone to be humble. How could I
begin to explain this profound Tzu Chi teaching
to Yi-shan?
Now she’s in the first year of her post-graduate study, just a time when she needs to build all
the confidence in the world to help her through
the challenges that will come her way. How can I
explain it to her so that she’ll understand the
importance of reining in her ego without making her lose her confidence?
Authentic confidence comes from deep selfreflection, and a reduced ego makes one more
resilient. This allows a person to go forward or
backward at ease, whether sailing on a calm sea
or riding through rough waves. One who is humble will be better able to rise again after being
struck down. He can strive persistently for his
ideals, taking whatever detours he needs to get
him to his destination. In short, a person with
authentic confidence is as undefeatable as a blade
of grass under a boulder. Though heavily outweighed, when the grass finds a crack in the rock,
that is all the breathing room it needs to put its
shoots through and reach toward the sky.
How can I transmit such a profound concept
to Yi-shan? All I can do, really, is to take each
step as it comes. Today’s outing was a good start.
Not bad at all. The road ahead is full of promise.
I’ll be patient.
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The Buddha says:
If you do not cultivate yourself
according to the Dharma,
then even if you meet me face
to face, you will not see me;

The Buddha did not
want us to think of his
teachings as just literature
or as something to be recited.
He wanted us to think of the
dharma as a road to
walk on.

Tzu Chi Events Around the World

leung cheong choy

JING SI APHORISMS
The

even if you are physically with me, you will be
spiritually far from me.
If you cultivate yourself according to the Dharma,
then even if you are physically far from me,
you will be with me in spirit.

Reading the sutras
is like reading a map.
When we see the names
and directions on the
map, we will know
which way to go.

Students visit the Tzu Chi recycling station in Quarry Bay, Hong Kong, to experience recycling.

I have studied various religions and have always had a hard time accepting the concept of “gods.”
Therefore I have my doubts about any religion. What is your opinion, Master Cheng Yen?
Religion, as written in the Chinese language, literally means the “purpose” of life and “education” for living. The buddhas and the bodhisattvas are human beings. We should regard them as
saints, not gods.

Translated by E E Ho and W.L. Rathje; drawings by Tsai Chih-chung; coloring by May E. Gu
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Hong Kong
Volunteer Alice Choo (朱曉眉) often goes to
the Hong Kong International School (HKIS) to
share Tzu Chi environmental protection ideals
with students and teachers. As a result, students,
teachers, and even parents at the HKIS volunteer
almost every Saturday at the Tzu Chi recycling
station in Quarry Bay.
On January 10, 2014, over 30 students and
teachers went to the station to experience recycling. The group was from HKIS and two of its
sister schools, Concordia International School
Hanoi (CISH) and Concordia International
School Shanghai (CISS).
“This is the first time that I’ve done recycling. I’m surprised to see the large amount of
things here that need to be separated by type,”
said student Jenny Seol, from Korea, after she
had handled some recyclables herself. “I never
knew that different types of plastics were iden-

tified by different numbers. I’ve learned a lot
here. Recycling is something new and valuable
to me.”
While enjoying some cakes the volunteers
had made, the visitors listened to Choo share her
experiences in helping victims of Typhoon
Haiyan in the Philippines. She informed the
group that the blankets Tzu Chi distributed to
survivors were made from recycled plastic bottles. They all touched and felt a blanket made
from plastic bottles and were awed to learn that
garbage could be transformed into resources
such as soft blankets to help those in need.
Patrick Freking of CISH said that they came
to the station hoping to show the students something positive, to help them see what they can
do to make the world a better place, and how to
go about doing it. “We don’t recycle in Vietnam,”
he said. “We just put things that we think are
useless into garbage cans.” After visiting the staSpring 2014
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Taiwan
On February 18, Tzu Chi volunteers Gao Weiying (高惟碤), Huang Qing-tang (黃慶堂), and
Wu Zhi-qing (吳志慶) entered Hualien Prison
Affiliated Zheng-de High School to share their
stories with some students there. All three had
had brushes with the law and had spent time
behind bars for their transgressions. They were
accompanied by nine other Tzu Chi volunteers.
After passing through 12 iron gates, the volunteers arrived in the classroom and met the
confined students.
Gao told the students that they should be
their own guardian angels and rise up from
wherever they had fallen.
When Gao was little, he was often bullied by
his schoolmates because he was shy and could
not keep up with his studies. One day he vowed
to become the meanest, toughest gang boss ever
so nobody would pick on him again.
After making that vow, he started skipping
school, stealing things, and causing trouble. His
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behavior only worsened when he entered junior
high school. “Other students put books in their
school bags; I put liquor and weapons in mine,”
he said. He left home after graduation and soon
became a gangster.
In 1989, Gao was sentenced to nine years in
jail for committing armed robbery. While he was
doing time, an inmate gave him a Buddhist
sutra. This gift started Gao on his Buddhist journey. The inmate also introduced Tzu Chi to him.
Gao became a regular donor to Tzu Chi and
started reading Tzu Chi Monthly and listening
to Tzu Chi radio programs.
Exposure to Tzu Chi helped him realize that
he should no longer put off practicing filial piety
and doing good deeds. He knew that he had to
stop breaking his mother’s heart. Not long after
this decision, he started washing clothes for
other inmates to make money. The money he
earned, he sent to his mother. He also introduced
Tzu Chi to other inmates and tried to raise
money from them for the charity.
Gao was released on parole in 1994. He has
been volunteering for Tzu Chi ever since,
engaged in work such as recycling. Visiting the
prison high school to share Tzu Chi stories and
Master Cheng Yen’s words of wisdom with students has also been part of his work with the
foundation. He has received a very positive
response for his visits.
Gao’s mother, a Tzu Chi volunteer herself,
was in the group that accompanied him on this
day to the high school. Mrs. Gao, 73 years old,
sang a song she had written describing her sadness while waiting for her son to be released
from prison. The song brought tears to many
students.
Wu Zhi-qing said that he had been in and out
of prison many times when he was young. Once
a Tzu Chi volunteer said to them in jail,
“Tomorrow or the next life—which will come
first, we never know.” The volunteer said those
words to remind the inmates of life’s impermanence and of the need to seize time to do good.
That was like a wake-up call for Wu. He made up
his mind to transform himself, and he did it.
“Gao Wei-ying has done it, I’ve done it, and
you can do it too.” Wu encouraged the students
to transform themselves as he and Gao had
done.

Huang Qing-tang had been incarcerated
when he was young for stabbing his brother-inlaw. He too advised the students to grow in wisdom, study hard in school, and pay back to society when they got out.
Liu, a student, said that he had applied for
parole and that he hoped he could be back with
his parents soon. He promised he would clean
up his act, give to others, and be a good son.
Yang, another student inmate, was scheduled
to be released in July 2015. The song that Gao’s
mother had sung reminded him of his own
mother and made him weep. “I thank Master
Cheng Yen for creating Tzu Chi and allowing us
to be exposed to good influences here in prison.
I’ll help others [when I’m out] and help make
our society more harmonious.”
Gao, Wu, and Huang reminded the students
that to err is human and that what is important
is to learn from their mistakes. “We at Tzu Chi
will wait for you to join us.”

Myanmar
On December 30, 2013, a fire broke out in the
village of Katbat, Laputta, Ayeyarwady Region,
leaving over 1,100 people homeless. Most of the
homeless victims took shelter at a Buddhist
monastery; some went to stay with relatives or
friends or simply camped by the road.
When Tzu Chi volunteers heard about their
plight, they started raising money to provide
relief. Volunteer Kyaw Khin (林銘慶) helped
transport the relief goods to a wharf to be
shipped by boat to the village.
Twelve volunteers set out for the disaster
area from Yangon around noon on January 1,
2014. After traveling 252 kilometers (156 miles),
they arrived at Laputta at 8:00 that evening.
The next morning, they took a three-hour
boat ride to arrive at their final destination. As
their boat drew close to the village, they saw that
the riverside area had been badly charred. Trees
and plants were blackened, and buildings were

Touched and grateful, a fire victim in Myanmar gives a big hug to Tzu Chi volunteers.
liu an-min

tion, he realized better that recycling can help
reduce the consumption of resources and keep
the environment cleaner.
Bob Bieniek of CISS thought that separating
numbers 1 and 2 plastic bottles was quite easy
and that students could do that at home. He was
considering taking the recycling ideas he had
learned at the station back to students in
Shanghai. Many students also said that they
would start recycling in their own homes.
Seeing everyone leaving the station with
smiles on their faces, volunteers hoped that they
had sown seeds of environmental protection in
the minds of the visitors.

Gao Wei-ying’s mother, 73, sings a song that she
wrote depicting her sadness at being unable to
see Gao (left) when he was incarcerated.
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A volunteer talks to Qiu Renjin, 95, while delivering supplies to his home in Quanzhou, China.

burnt down to the bare walls. More than 200
homes and businesses were reported to have
been destroyed by the fire.
The fire was the second of two recent disasters for many of the victims. Cyclone Nargis
had devastated the area five years before. It had
not been easy for the villagers to rebuild after
the cyclone, and now this fire destroyed many
buildings again. Seeing their houses or shops
brought down by the fire truly broke the hearts
of many victims.
Win Win Maw, one of the victims, said she
had finally paid back all the debt she had
incurred to recover after Cyclone Nargis, only to
have the fire take away all she had again. Her
store and home were both destroyed by the fire.
She was in despair about what to do next. She
said, “Cyclone Nargis spared my store, so I just
fixed it up and reopened it for business. But now
even my store is gone.”
The volunteers went to the monastery to distribute blankets, bowls, clothes, and sleeping
mats to fire victims. They also distributed emer94
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gency cash, ranging from 30,000 to 50,000
Burmese kyat (US$30 to $50), depending on the
size of a household.
Volunteer Thi Ta Khin (李金蘭) introduced
Tzu Chi to the victims and shared with them
what the foundation had done in Myanmar. She
also read a letter from Master Cheng Yen. Many
victims were moved to tears during the volunteers’ sign-language performance of the Tzu Chi
song, “One Family.”
Victim Hla Shwe said that in his 50 years, he
had never seen a charity group like Tzu Chi.
“Tzu Chi volunteers have been doing things that
benefit mankind. They help us, even though
we’re strangers to them. I’ve learned from them
that I should help others like they do.”
Many victims were inspired to take out some
money and put it in donation boxes when they
learned that Tzu Chi had started its charity work
with 30 housewives each saving 50 NT cents
(US$0.02) in bamboo coin banks every day.
Volunteers also told the gathering that the
blankets distributed to them had been made from

plastic bottles. They pointed out that everything
in the distribution had been made possible by the
love of Tzu Chi volunteers around the world.
Volunteers bowed respectfully and presented
emergency cash and supplies to the survivors.
They rounded out their gifts with hugs to help
cheer the victims up on their road to recovery.
China
Tzu Chi held annual winter aid distributions
from December 27 to 31, 2013, in Fujian Province.
Areas covered included Quanzhou, Zhangzhou,
and Xiamen. On the first day, 7,371 families
received rice, cooking oil, and other daily necessities in eight locations around Quangang
District in Quanzhou. Through the distribution
of aid, volunteers hoped to bring warmth to the
needy in the cold of winter.
On the first day, in Nanpu, one of the distribution venues, volunteer Cai Lizhen (蔡麗珍)
said that this was the third year Tzu Chi had
distributed aid in that town. Because no Tzu
Chi volunteers lived there, most helpers had
traveled on two chartered buses from neighboring Huian, 30 minutes away. There were also
volunteers who had come all the way from
Taiwan to help out. Cai was grateful to all the
volunteers as well as local government officials
for helping make the event possible. A total of
1,352 people from 1,036 families in Nanpu benefited from the distribution.
Dharma Master Dao Shen (道深) was one of
the volunteers. He had heard about Master
Cheng Yen before he became a Buddhist monk,
and he greatly identifies with her ideal of humanized Buddhism. “Especially the part about love
and care for society,” he said. “I hope to emulate
the Master’s spirit of ‘great compassion for all.’”
He worked alongside other volunteers, moving
relief supplies, putting goods in order, and helping recipients get their supplies.
The Quangang Family Volunteer Association
is a local group with over 200 members. People
from the association have taken part in the event
for three consecutive years. More than 20 of
them came and helped out this year. One of them
said cheerfully, “When it comes to doing good,
we should all pitch in.”
Wang Shuqing (汪淑卿), a 29-year-old mother, took leave from her company this day to volunteer at the event. She had come to know Tzu
Chi through her cousin Wang Jiankui (汪建奎),
who began receiving help from the foundation
after falling victim to cancer. He later became a

certified Tzu Chi volunteer. Sadly, he succumbed
to the illness and passed away at the beginning
of 2013. Touched by the care that volunteers
extended to her cousin, Shuqing herself joined
the foundation to serve.
Volunteer Xu Dongmei (許冬梅) had been
extremely busy for half a year because members
of her family had fallen ill one after another. She
had not slept well since her father was hospitalized six days before. Despite her stressful family
situation, she came to the distribution to help
document it.
This was the first time Zhuang Bizhu (莊碧珠),
75, volunteered at a Tzu Chi distribution. She had
come at the invitation of a friend. It was quite an
impressive sight to see her carrying an 18-kilogram (40-pound) bag of rice on her shoulders.
She said she was thrilled to offer her services.
In the afternoon, volunteers split into teams
to deliver relief supplies to the homes of people
who were either too advanced in age to come
personally, or who had restricted mobility.
Zhang Rongmei (張榮妹) had been bedridden
for years due to illness. Her son had died, but a
daughter looked after her. Volunteers presented
supplies to the old woman and offered her their
best wishes. They wished her a speedy recovery.
Next they went to an old house where
95-year-old Qiu Renjin (邱仁金) lived alone.
Despite his advanced age, Qiu could still take
care of himself; he was only slightly hard of
hearing. “You brought along so much stuff,” he
said in high spirits to the visiting volunteers
when he saw them putting rice and other items
on a table. The volunteers’ visit brought cheer to
the otherwise quiet house.
Singapore
In February 2009, Tzu Chi Singapore initiated
a large-scale program called “Seeds of Hope” to
help students affected by the economic downturn. The program, which provides meals and
transportation subsidies to such students,
entered its fifth year in 2013. On December 21
and 22, 2013, students who were to receive the
financial aid in 2014 attended four presentation
ceremonies held at Jing Si Hall and River Valley
High School. In all, 1,654 students from 20 primary schools and 62 secondary schools attended
the ceremonies.
Concord Primary School Vice-Principal Wang
Tai Wee (王大偉) took the stage and shared his
story with the students. He told them that he
came from a family where his father was the sole
Spring 2014
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A total of 1,654 students attended four “Seeds of Hope” presentation ceremonies in Singapore on
December 21 and 22, 2013.

breadwinner. To save money, Wang and his three
siblings used the same textbooks year after year,
the older children passing them down to the
younger ones. He was thus able to sympathize
with students from families with limited means.
He encouraged the students not to give up on
their goals and to pay back to society after they
become successful.
Hu Zhiwei (胡智偉), a secondary school student, is a beneficiary of the program. He said
that he loves art and wants to be a teacher.
Though his family is impoverished, he has never
thought of giving up his dream. “When you
have a dream, you feel hopeful and your life is
full of purpose.”
Hu’s parents don’t earn much money. The
financial aid from the program—around US$800
a year—helps take some of the pressure off them.
Hu expressed gratitude to Tzu Chi for its help
and said he liked the Jing Si aphorisms printed
on the backs of the lunch vouchers. They showed
him a good way to conduct himself and deal
with people and events.
Twelve-year-old Nurul Izzaty attended one
of the ceremonies with her nine-year-old sister,
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Adawiyah, and their mother, Masarina. Their
father can only do odd jobs because of his poor
health, so Masarina has to help support the family. However, she suffers from asthma, so she
can’t over-exert herself. Fortunately, her two
daughters are thoughtful and understanding.
After finishing their homework, they do housework to make things easier on their mother.
Nurul said that she was grateful to her mother for everything she does for them. “I’ll study
hard and get a good job in the future so that I
can help improve my family’s life.”
Many students brought coin banks to the ceremonies and donated them to the foundation.
“We want to thank Tzu Chi by giving to the
needy,” said Liang Junpei (梁峻培) and Liang
Junhao (梁峻豪), two brothers who are both in
primary school.
A total of 372 Tzu Chi volunteers helped make
the ceremonies possible. Volunteers Lin Cuilian
(林翠蓮) and Chen Zhaoyun (陳昭云) thanked the
principals, teachers, and staff for their help and
support for the program. They also thanked the
parents for trusting Tzu Chi and allowing volunteers’ home visits to go smoothly.
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The rapport we have with people depends not on our
physical appearance but on the quality of our disposition.
—Master Cheng Yen
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